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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Livestock production is an important sector of South Dakota's 
dominant industry of agriculture. South Dakota farmers -and ranchers 
received cash receipts from livestock and livestock products in 1973 
1 amounting to $1,230.9 million ~or livestock and livestock products. 
About two thirds of South Dakota livestock production res~lts 
from raising beef cattle and feeding beef cattle for slaughter. Raising 
beef cattle encompasses the management of beef co't-1 herds and the pro-
duct ion .of feeder cattle. This section of South. Dakota's beef industry 
is booming. Beef coHs · and heifers, numbering 2, 058,000 heacl, · are at 
record leveis on South Dakota farms. This makes the state the 5th 
largest producer of beef CO\iS and heifers m the United States. 2 It 
is also the 6th largest producer of feeder cattle and, in a ten year 
period from 1964 to 1973, the number of f .eeder cattle made available 
for feedlots by South Dakota increased from 915,000 to 1~314,000 for a 
. 3 
30.4 per cent increase. These production expansions are attributed 
to better utili.zation of land for the larger beef cow herds, less 
!South Dakota Crop and. Livestock Reporting Service, . South Dakota 
A&ri,culture-1973 (Sioux Falls. South Dakota: May, 1973), p. 35 .. · 
2Ibid~' p. 36. 
3Figur~es on f ·eeder cattle availa'~le eqUal the number of feeder 
cattle to South Dakota feedlots plus net South Dakota outshipment of 
feeder cattle in Table I-1 on page 3. 
2 
calving morbidity, and a shift from dairy to beef coH operations.4 
The second activity, as delineated above, is ·feeding cattle for 
slaughter. South Dakota is also a major producer of fat cattle. In 
the last tvro years it has ranked lOth in fat cattle production 
in the United States. 5 However, in 1964 it was the 9th largest pro-
ducer and in the 10 year period from 1964 to 1973, cattle placed on 
feed in South Dakota had decreased 4.7 per cent from 590,000 head in 
1964 to 562,000 head in 1973 (Table I~l). 
Even with over half a million cattle placed on feed in 1973, 
conditions exist which have raised concern about South Dakota beef 
cattle production, specifically the states' production potential. In 
1968, Valentine Heier ackno~.;ledged that South Dakota is both an ex-
porter of feeder cattle and feed grains, and he provided information 
to develop the cattle feeding potential by making a specia~ analysis 
for optimal combination of feed grains and feeder cattle in South 
Dakota. 6 In a 1970 bulletin, Ray Gaarder also recognized the undevel-
oped potential for feeding cattle since both feed grains and feeder 
cattle leave the ·state. Gaarder stated that, if the 59'1,000 head 
4Raymond o. Gaarder, South Dakota's Beef Industry, Bulletin 385 
(Revised) _(Brookings, South Dakota: South Dakota State University, 
Economics Department, December, 1971), PP• 13-18. 
5south Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, op. cit., 
p. 46. 
6valentine H. Heier, "Optimum Hovement of Feeder Calves and Feed 
Grains \-lithin South Dakota Hith Implications for Slaughter Plant Lo-
cations .. (unpublished Master's dissertation, South Dakota State Uni-
versity, June, ·1968), p. 1. 
Table I-1: Beef Cot-1s and Heifers, Beef Calves Born and Estimated Net Disposition of South Dakota's 
Feeder Cattle 
Beef Cows and Heifers Estimated Net Disposi~ion of Feeder Cattle 
On Farms, S. D., Jan. 1 Beef - l.Jithin South Dakota Net S.D. Cows and Cow Calves Deaths Out shipment 
Heifers Replacements Born To .a.nd S.D. of 
That Have 500 1bs. Previous S.D. ~:laughter Herd Re~1acements Feeder 
Year Calvedl and Over Total Year Feedlots Off Grass HeifersL Bulls Total Cattle 
(1 , 000 Head} 
1960 1,150 157 1,307 1,124 362 112 184 16 674 450 
1961 1,186 158 1,344 1,150 464 115 190 17 786 364 
1962 1,220 184 1,404 1,186 451 119 195 18 783 403 
1963 1,288 208 1,496 . 1,220 450 122 206 19 797 423 
1964 1,400 233 1,633 1,288 590 129 224 20 963 325 
1965 1,512 239 1, 751 1,400 564 140 242 22 968 325 
1966 1,482 236 1,718 1,512 563 151 237 21 972 540 
1967 1,522 242 1,764 1,482 618 148 244 22 1,032 450 
1968 1,556 241 1, 797 1,522 660 152 249 22 1,083 439 
1969 1,602 234 1,836 1,556 551 156 256 23 986 570 
1970 1, 719 238 1,957 1, 602 552 160 275 24 1,011 591 
1971 1,731 251 1!'982 1,719 602 172 277 25 1,076 643 
·1972 1,829 291 2,120 1,731 561 173 293 27 1,054 677 
1973 1,906 292 2,198 1,829 562 183 305 27 1,077 752 
Source: Figures and procedure derived from South Dakota Agriculture, South Dakota Crop and Livestock 
Service, and R. o. Gaarder, South Dakota's Beef Industry. 
1-Adjusted Beef co,vs and heifers that calved (1960-1969) 
2-Adjust·ed Beef cow replacement heifers 500 lbs. and over (1960-1969) w 
4 
that left South Dakota in 1970 \vere all fed in South Dakota, cattle 
feeding could double in the state without importing a single calf from 
other stateso He also concludes that the state has a maximum potential 
of tripling its cattle feeding to create over $100 million .potential 
in value added in South Dakota. 7 Yet, an extension of Gaarder's cal-
culations shows that a record 750,000 feeder cattle may have been shipped 
out of the state in 1973 (Table. I-1) and provides . the motivation to do 
further research on the factors which may affect cattle feeding in the 
state. The areas of particular interest are in feedlot operations and 
feeder cattle marketings in the state. 
THE PROBLEMS 
South Dakota apparently produces an adequate quantity of feeders 
and feed grains to substantially increase slaughter cattle production. 
·Furthermore, South Dakota prices for feed grain~ roughage, and feeder 
cattle are equal to, or less than, . the prices for these inputs in other 
8 areas t.fuere cattle ·feeding has flourished in recent years. Therefore, 
a general problem is determining why such an unused potential is present 
in the state. It should also be determined hotv South Dakota farmers 
might -increase fat cattle production •. 
7Gaarder, op. cit., p. 26. 
8Robert E. Olson, "Trends in and Opportunities for Cattl.e Feeding 
in South Dakota", Economics Ne\vsletter, No. 15 (Brookings, · South Dakota: 
South Dakota State University, Economics Department, February 22, 1973), 
p. 2. 
5 
Therefore, in an attempt to explain South Dakota's slow cattle 
feeding growth and possibly help farmers in South Dakota and neigh-
boring areas develop the cattle feeding industry, the following pro-
blems were researched. 
First, this area experiences long and cold winters whic can 
reduce cattle gains and feed efficiency. Also, the winter provides a 
harsh environment for a man to labor in. To alleviate the problems 
imposed by the state's climate, it lvas hypothesized that total con-
finement feedlots may be a feasible alternativ·e for South Dakota farmers 
interested in feeding cattle. The total confinement feedlots con-
sidered w~re cold-slatted barns and will be more completely described 
in later sections. A secondary issue to be considered was to -deter-
mine what sizes of confinel'!lent feedlots are more economical to operate. 
Also, in past research in other states, the economic feasibility of 
operating confinement facilities instead of open lots was determined 
under particular assumptions. This study considered the effect of 
varying t'tY'O assumptions 'tvhich could change the feasibility of using 
total confinement for feeding cattle. The assumptions are: (1) wage 
rate for feedlot operators and (2) differences in feed efficiency or 
feed costs bettveen open lots and total confinement cattle feeding 
barns. 
In trying to answer the question of why feeding could be de-
pressed in South Dakota, another specific problem concerning feeder 
cattle marketing 'tvithin the state was investigated. The investigation 
such marketings could provide information which could lead to another 
incentive to feed more cattle in South Dakota. 
To raaximize prof i ts or minimize losses, many feedlot operators 
purchase feede r cat t l e more than once a year. If feeders are available 
during only one per iod of the yea r in South Dakota, cattle feeder s 
Hould consider it a disadvantage to feeding in South Dakota and the 
condition could have a dampening e ffect on the beef :industry . in the 
· state. Hith increa ses i n transportation costs, the problem of seasonal 
availability of f eeder cattle .could be an even greater problem to feeders 
than that of climate or environment. Holvever, if cattle \-lere availa-
ble in large quantities thr oughout the year another incentive to feed 
in South Dakota would exist. 
The follolvi.ng pages 'tvill provide information relative to the 
two problem topics previously mentioned, which are: (1) confinement 
feeding for South Dako t a and (2) marketing of · South Dakota feeder 
cattle. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the study were: 
1. To compare the return to management and/or ovmership 
from various sizes of open lot and confinement feedlots, 
given certain prices for feeder cattle, feed grain, 
labor, and other inputs. 
2. To compare the return to management and/or mmership 
from different sizes of open lot and confinement. feed-
lots \m en variations in the inputs of \vage rates and feed 
efficiency are considered. 
3. To analyze the marketing intentions of f eeder cattle 
producers vnthin the state to evaluate supplies of 
feeder cattle available to cattle feedlots. 
SKETCH OF STUDY 
The study involved, first, a review of lit-erature. This .,,Tas 
7 
a selected review of literature, since many documents exist on the 
subject of beef cattle production, and if literature is not selected 
carefully a researcher could spend excessive time reviewing material• 
Brief -comments were made of literature on the nations agriculture 
economy for feeding cattle, general cattle feeding characteristics 
and requirements, characteristics of feeding cattle in South Dakota, 
and finally~ material on confinement or environmental feedlots . are re-
vie'tred. 
In Chapter III, the methodology for analysis is described . and 
the various basic assumptions are presented. The methodology re-
quired the development of a budget model to provide a systematic pro-
cedure to evaluate the feedlot alternatives. Assumptions on such it~1s 
as c.osts, labor requirements, and equipment needs are set forth along 
'tvith other numerous assumptions that ·must be considered and determined 
to complete an analytical study of various feedlot operations. 
The next chapter, Chapter IV, presents the empiri.cal results .of 
the budget analysis of the feedlot structures considered. Analysis is 
made with regard to siz es of feedlots and types. This chapter embraces 
much of the original knoHledge for t.rhich the research t11as initiated. 
8 
I n Chapter V, the budget model developed i s used to t est the 
effe c t of variations in wage r a tes and feed eff i c i ency on feedlot fi-
nanc ial statements. Such a s tudy helps determin e the sensitj_vlty of 
feedlot profit ability to the variations of the two assumptions. The 
variables r epr esent two important elements to consider in regard to 
f easibilit y of open lot or confinement facilities· for cattle feeding. 
Chapter IV encompasses an analysis and investigation on South 
Dakota feeder cattle marketing. Most of the material presented is 
derived f r om the results of a mail survey of farmers in South Dakota. 
Secondary results of the survey on farmer's ca ttle operations are also 
elaborated on and the author makes implicat ions for cattle feeding and 
beef oper ations for the state from information that was obtained. 
The 'manuscript is consummated 'tdth a chap t e r of summary, c.on-
clusions , and implications derived from the resea rch. The purpose and 
incent ives for the research are summarized , conclusions on cattle 
feeding in South Dakota are determin ed from re sults of the study, and 
~inally, i mplications and suggestions der i ved from or implied by the 
research are offered . The chapter repre sents the conde nsed prosaic 
results of the authors research. 
CIL.I\PTER II 
REVI FJ·1 OF LITERATURE 
I~""TRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide background information 
on cattle feeding to serve as a source of information for the analy-
sis of characterist ics of the business of feeding cattle. The topics 
. revie't..red and reported here include: (1) general agriculture conditions 
in the United States and the world which affect cattle feeders, (2) 
cattle feeding characteristics and requirements, (3) cattle feeding in 
South Dakota, and (4) the status of confinement feeding. Because of 
the great breadth of lit erature on most of these topics, only a small 
number of sources mos t relevant to the study tvere selected out of the 
total of possible source material. 
GENERAL AGRICULTURE CONDITIONs-:...noHESTIC 
AND INTERNATIONAL 
Agriculture in the United States has recently acquired infre-
quent characteristics of shortages versus surpluses. This. in of special 
importance to cattle feeders who must compete with other farmers and 
consumers for some .of .the agricultural products in short supply. T-his 
section should help explain the unusual agriculture condition for 
farmers, especially livestock producers. The condition of surpluses 
or excess capacity, tvhich have been the general rule for 30 years, are 
gone and some of the current shortages add net-7 dimensions to feeding 
cattle. 
11 
agriculture . The rate of exodus of farm labor has declined as farm 
labor has slowly approached a balance with the normal requirements 
for feed production. This change has had a more noticeable effect on 
livestock production, which is more labor intensive than field crops, 
in that it apparently caused restraints on livestock production.2 
At any rate, grot.rth in livestock production decelerated from 
a 1.7 per cent increase in 1960-1965 to only a .9 per cent increase 
for 1970-1973. \~at the changed status of agricultural labor means 
to a livestock producer is that, if new capital equipment or other 
technological innovations are not able to replac.e manpower, t ·hen the 
producer will have to provide labor higher returns and compete with 
the non-farm sectors for workers. 3 
Cattie feeders have also noticed considerable increases in feed 
costs. This has happened for ·· b.Ju u1aj or reasuns . Fi~st, i:ht=re .LS 
more competition for the feedstuffs from various sectors of the econ-
omy. Second, there has occurred a decrease in supply of feedstuffs 
due to the great increases in prices for various cash crops that can 
be grown on the same fields. These conditions may lead to added em-
phasis on livestock feed efficiency research with the use of public 
4 
funds. 
Economists believe the immediate reason for the new pressures 
on agriculture production, increased prices, and shi.fts toward cash 
crop production stem from growing world demand for our agricultural 
2Ibid., p. 130 
3Ibid., p. 131. 
4Ibid. 
12 
products. The increase in demand, 'tvhich was sho\m in increased ex-
ports, was large. Projections had suggested .tha annual export of 
United States agricultural products by 1980 would reach $10 billion. 
Actual foreign purchases for fiscal 1973 were $12.9 billion and for 
calendar 1973 agricultural exports reached .$17.5 billion. l1ost . of the 
increase (60 per cent) came from increased volume, the remainder from 
higher prices. The increased exports had significant implications 
on livestock producers. It raised the price and decreased availa-
bility of feedstuffs , which decreased profit margins. The overall 
effect was a reduction in incentives to produce. It also helped raise 
the price of beef, but the price rise was not in as great as the rise 
in feed costs due to greater demand by foreigners for crops other 
than meat and a domestic price freeze on live bee£. 5 
The third general topic concerning agriculture is a brief and 
cautious analysis of the future. Agricultural conditions in the future 
will be greatly influenced by r .ecent legislation, specifically the 
Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973. The principal inno-
vation of this act is a system of target prices for 'tvheat, feed grains, 
and cotton. This legislation would keep the Government from accumu-
lating stockpiles unless market prices fall to commodity loan rates 
or floor prices set by the Government which are far below target pri-
ces. For tMrket prices above floor prices, but below target prices, 
the Government will make "deficiency payments" to farmers for the dif-
ference beoveen market prices and target prices. \Then market prices 
5rbid., p. 132. 
13 
are above target prices, farmers 'dl l receive no Government "deficiency 
payrnents". 6 The actts principal relevance · to livestock producers is 
that it provides a part of the environment from which feedstuff prices 
will be determined. 
Another aspect of the act will be of importance to livestock -
producers. The legislation should improve overall market information 
for agriculture producers. The act mandates the provision of market 
information to the private sector so decisions can be made in the pri-
vate sector with the fullest possible knowledge about market conditions 
and trends. Hopefully, increased and improved information will improve 
agricultural efficiency. The fullest possible knowledge criterion ini-
tiates .action in three specific areas. First , export demand infor-
mation has shown deficiencies in the past. To alleviate this conditi.on, 
steps l~ve been made to improve the flow of world-wide economic intel-
ligence on agricultural demands and conditions in other countries. 
Second, a ne.T reporting system has been initiated to forward infor-
mation on export sales of agriculture goods to the fa·rrn. sector. The 
third section of the mandate on provid·ing fullest possible knowledge 
will be to improve farm and food forecasting and planning. The need 
for such improvements was not pressed as much when agricultural con-
ditions of stockpiles and idle acres existed. Presently, there bas 
arisen a high priority for proper planning to ensure adequate sup-
1 . d . 7 P 1es at a equate pr1ces. 
6Ibid. ~ p. 134. 
7Ibid. 
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Thus, agriculture ' s past important role in the American and 
\o10rld economi es has · t aken on a net·7 more important role. The author 
thinks tha t, i n the future, conditions of past sur pluses tvill exist 
only during short periods of time, if at all. The nelv environment 
adds more significance to this research on a small segment of the farm 
sector--cattle feeding, where efficiency in operations will be re-
quired at a much higher level than in t he past . 
CATTLE FEEDING CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREHENTS 
Cattle Feeding--Characteristics 
Some characteristics of cattle feed i ng include high investment 
requirements r elative to sales, fluctuating input and product prices~ 
long time intervals betlveen cormnitment of input and output, depen-
dence on lvea t her, shifts in feeder cattle supplies, deat h losses, and 
small fluctuating profit margins. Recent l ow fat cattle prices have 
created extreme hardships for cattle feeders and prompted action in 
bbth executive and legislative branches of the Federal Goyernment to 
improve the i ndustry's situation. 
A cattle feeder may experience operational and financial dif-
ficulties when faced with certain situations . He is pa rticularly 
vulnerable to financial loss from a market tha t fluctuates do\m\~rd 
during rds feedi ng cycle, because he has to sell his product ldthin 
a short t!me period. This stems from the fact tha t after fat cattle 
reach their normal market weight they become quasiperishable, in 
that, added days on feed raise the value of t he cattle slower than 
15 
costs increase and later their value may actually decline. Also, a 
feeder mus t buy within a short period of time to us e feedstocks on 
hand and maxi mi ze returns to fixed capital of feeding cattle. This 
vulnerabili ty to market fluctuations i s the like ly cause of recent 
growth in contract feeding agreements in which cattle are owned by 
8 packers, retailers, private individuals or companies. 
All feedlot operators r~ve faced the problems of what and how 
long to f eed . It takes only a short period of time to determine that 
there are a great number of opinions on what to feed, and each ration 
may be right, depending on feedlot locations and availability of 
various feedstuffs.9 Rations. furthermore, are significant in deter-
mining how long to feed, and the combination of 'tvhat, and ho'tv long to 
feed a f fects selling price and costs, which determine p r ofitability. 
'l he ability to feed just the right level is very i mportant since mar-
gins are of t en so small that an animal profit or loss can be determined 
i h 1 f d f f d
. 10 
n t e as t ew ays .o ee 1.ng. 
More specifically, the varie1tions in net returns or profits are 
due to va riations in three elements: gross margins, feed costs, and 
Bu. s. Department of Agriculture, Feasibility of a Physical 
Distribution System Hodel for Evaluating Improvements in the Cattle 
and Fresh Beef Industry, ARS 52-36 {Chicago : A. T. Kearner and Com-
pany, Inc., November, 1969), P• 12. 
9Paul R. Hasbargen, Controlling Feed Costs in Cattle Feeding, 
pa~phlet (St. Paul : University of Minnesota Press), P• 2. 
lOu. s. Department of Agriculture, op . cit., p. 13. 
11 nonfeed cos ts. 
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Gross margins (GH) are usually figured on a per hundred weight 
gain, though a per head basis is acceptable . It is calculated ·by 
subtracting the average laid-in purchase cost (PC) from the average 
.net sales value (NSV) of a finished animal, and dividing by the. average 
hundred ~~ight of gain added (GA) to each animal sold. A gross mar-
gins equation ~rould be as follows: 
'tvhere, 
GH = (NSV - PC) ~ GA 
PC = Average price paid x average weight of feeders 
NSV = Average sales ~.;eight x {hundred weight pric.e - hundred 
'tveight marketing costs) 
GA = Average selling weight - average buying weight· 
Gross rnarg:i.ns represents the "price received" for each one hundred 
pounds of beef produced in the feedlot. This measure fluctuates 'td.th 
timing of purchase and sales since the product price varies with time.12 
Cattle Feeding--Feed Costs and Requirements 
Feed cost represents the largest portion of total feedlot costs--
generally about 65 to 70 per cent. Feed costs vary for many reasons. 
T"tvo general factors are, variations in feed conversion efficiency and 
feed prices. 13 
llpaul R. Hasbargen, Farmer Costs and Returns in Cattle Feeding 
and Comparisons with Research Results, pamphlet (St. Paul: University 
of Minnesota ?ress), p. 3. 
l3Ibid. , p. 4. 
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Variations in feed conversion efficiency originate from many 
factors, but the scope of this reviet<l of literature has been limited 
to three regions of va~iability. They are types and/or quality of 
rations, cattle, and environment. As with most factors of cattle 
feeding, they are highly interrelated. 
Much lit erature has been presented on feeding rations. for var-
ious sizes and types of cattle, with other determinates being the price 
and quality of feed, and rate of gain desired. Principal requirements 
for feedlot cattle that must be met, however , are those of net energy. 
Donald Gil~, Extension Nutritionist at Oklahoma State University, has 
published information on the net energy maintenance and gain system 
of ration evaluation developed by Drs. Lofgreen and Garrett at the Uni-
versity of Califormia. Gill states that their system is the most sat-
14 
isfactory means of predicting feedlot performance on rations to date. 
Net energy (NE) evaluations differ from past evaluations' standard 
of total digestible nutrients (TDN) in one principle area. Gill's re-
port stresses that energy in feeds is used for ttvo purpos~s in feed-
lot cattle, maintenance and gain. The area of difference between NE 
and TDN evaluation, hence, stems from the fact that the NE system 
allows for the condition that feeds used for maintenance have a higher 
energy value then when the same feed is used to produce gain. Total 
14Donald Gill, "Net Energy Requirements of Feedlot Cattle," 
South Dakota Beef Ca~tle Handbook (Brookings, South Dakota: Cooper-
ative ~tension Service, South Dakota State University, December, 1972, 
p. 1001.1. 
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digestible nutrients makes no such distinguishment. 15 Of course, for 
the NE system of evaluation of feedlot rations to tvork, the rations 
must be balanced. Other requirements to be met are those of protein, 
vitamins, m..i.nerals, and tvater. The South Dakota Beef Cattle Handbook 
supplies information on these requirement s in articles by Danny Fox, 
16 
Jim Matsushima, and o. E. Olson. 
The above requirements can be placed under a single category of 
nutrients, and a cattle feeder should try to maximize nutrient use. 
The Beef Cattle Handbook, furthermore, presents a procedure by which a 
ration can be formulated to maximize the use of all the nutrients fed. 17 
Cattle Feeding--Alternative Types of Cattle 
Literature pertaining to the quality and/or type of cattle fed 
is extensive~ Again: f~erllot pr:1eticP.s va:r.y s i en • f:i.cantly .. 
operator has a great choice of breeds of livestock, such as, dairy, 
exotics, crossbreeds, Okies, and standard beef breeds. When variations 
in quality, size, condition, origin, and sex are added to these choices, 
the alternatives are numerous. Two publications that do provide 
16nanny Fox "Protein Requirements for Growing and Finishing 
Beef," South Dakot; Beef Cattle Handbook (Brookings, South Dakota: 
Cooperative Extension Service, South Dakota State University, December, 
1972), pp. 1100.1-1100.5; also Danny Fox, "Vitamin Require~ents of Beef 
Cattle," ibid., pp. 1200.1-1200.2; also J. K. Matsushima, 'Hineral Re-
quirements for Feedlot Cattle," ibid., PP• 1300.1-1300.4; also Danny 
Fox and o. E. Olson, "Hater Requirements for Beef Cattle, "ibid., pp. 
1400.1-1400.2. 
17nanny Fox, "Guideline Finishing Ration," ibid., p. -1600c.l-
1600c.9. 
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extensive information on cattle are, Alvin L. Neumann and Roscoe R. 
Snapp's Beef. · Cattle18 . and Hilton H. Brigg 's Modern Breeds of Livestock'" 19 
This study was limited to the use of 650 lb. choice feeder steers that 
will grade mostly choice when sold. 
Cattle. Feeding--l'he Effect of the Feeding Environment 
Environment of a feedlot adds a third general determinant of 
gain on feedlot cattle, ho,vever, knov1ledge of the various environ-
mental aspects of the feedlot and their effect on gain is not universal. 
H. L. Self stresses that the role, effect, and mode of action of envi-
ronmental factors on gain are not understood. 20 Self has done .re-
search on environmental factors , mainly in the area of the economics 
related to shelt.er versus open lot and he raises some problems in · this 
d . . l•t t 
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area an c1tes some pert1nent 1 era ure. A. J. F. Hebster ·of Canada 
has studied the effect of cold weather on beef cattle and his work is 
of importance to South Dakota feeders, who also exper~ence severe win-
ters.22 South Dakota's infinite variety of weather also produces 
18Alvin L~ Neuman and Roscoe R. Snapp, Beef Cattle (New York: 
\-Iiley, 1969). 
19Hilton M. Briggs, Hodern Breeds of Livestock (Ne\v York: 
l1acmillan, 1969). 
20H. L. Self, "Environmental Implications in Economy of ·Gain in 
Feedlot Cattle," Journal of Animal Science, XXXV, No. 1 (July, 1972), 
148. 
2·1Ib .d 1 ., p. 152. 
22A J F Hebster "Direct Effects of Cold Heather on the Ener-
• • • ' 'f:l • f c d " getic Efficiency of Beef Production in Different ~eg1ons o ana a, 
Canadian Journal of Animal Science, L, No. 3 (Decerrber~ 1970), 563. 
20 
per:i.ods of extreme heat t.vhich diminishes ga in in feedlot cattle, ho\v-
ever, the periods of extreme high temperatures are not a significant 
problem for South Dakota feeders, as they are for southern and south-
western feed ers in the United States. 
CATTLE FEEDING IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
Many of the factors of cattle feeding in South Dakota have al-
ready been cited, and pertinent literature has been recognized. The 
reason for this is t hat many of the factors are generally inherent to 
cattle feedin g, regardless of geographical or state boundaries. One 
characteristic that is a problem or condition for cattle feeding in 
the northern plains is climate. Literature in this area has already 
been cited. 
Yet, South Dakota cattle feeding does possess some specific 
character i stics which were the principal motivation for this study. 
Data presented by both Gaarder23 and Heier
24 
emphasize the point that 
the state exports both feeder cattle and feed grain. Gaarder's pub-
lication gives a good overall view of South Dakota 's beef industry con-
ditions, with subj ect contents ranging from U. S. demand
25 
to South 
Dakota production26 to a section on South Dakota feedlot competitors 
23Gaard er , op. cit., P• 11. 
24H . •t 1 e1er, op. c1 ., P• • 
25 d •t Gaar er, op. c1 ., PP• 6-7. 
26rbid., pp. 11-19. 
21 
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in Texas.' Heier's thesis objective vJas to promote be-ef production 
by determinin:p- least-cost patterns for shipping of feeder cattle and 
fe ed grain, mainly ':vithin the state. He also included information 
about slaughtering plant operations. 28 
CONFINEHENT FEEDING 
Technologz 
Much of the technolo gical information as well as economic lit-
erature on confinement feeding is provided by research publications 
from Hinnesota and Iowa. The only type of confinement facility can-
sidered in this study was cold-slotted confinement barns. This type 
was considered because economists who have studied confinement sys-
tems think it is the most feasible type to use. Also, some technical 
data are available on cold-slotted barns. The \•lest Central Minnesota 
Experiment Sta tion at Morris operates such a system, as well as total 
confinement facil ities referred to as a l~r~slotted barn and a manure-
scrape barn.29 Iowa State University also operates a cold-slot barn at 
. - 30 
~ts Allee Research Far~. A private firm, Iowa Beef Processor's (IBP) 
27 Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
28ueier, op. cit., pp. 47-56. 
29R. E. Smi t h and others, A Comparison of Five Housing Syst ems 
for Feedlot Cattle, Research Report B-170 (St. Paul: University of 
Minnesota Press,:f972), p. 3. 
30H. L. Self and H. P. Hoffman, "Feeding Yearling Steers in 
Confinement," Annual Progress Report-1973, Allee Experimental F~rrn, 
OEF 73-31 (.Ames: Iowa State University Press, June, 1973}, PP~ 10-
15. 
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suppl ies research reports and technical information on its similar 
31 type barn . in Denison, Iot-m. Further engineering guidance can be, 
and was obtained from private firms.32 
Economic and Cattle Perfornance Reviews 
The literature cited in the previous section was the principal 
source of information used in the study on the economic and cattle 
performance elements of total confinement, as '~ell as open lot oper-
ations. · Minnesota' s three-year data showed confinement to be advan-
tageous to open lots on the basis of return to management and labor, 
and cattle feeding effici~ncy. 33 Iowa Beef Processor's research 
showed results of increased profits and greater feed efficiencies for 
confinement over three years of testing involving oYer 10,000 head of 
cattle ~ 34 The Iowa State University research was more limited than 
either Hinnesota or IBP's but, again, confinement showed an advantage 
in feed efficiency. Profits and returns to labor and management 't-Tere 
35 
not considered in the Iowa research. As a general rule, rates of 
31Gerald Frankl and H. R. Hasch, IBP's Cattle Feeding Research 
Progress Report No. 2 (Dakota City, Nebraska : IoHa Beef Processor's, 
Inc., June, 1973). 
32The author consulted with Torn Teigen, Teigen Construction, 
Aberdeen, South Dakota; Mert Oden, Oden Enterprises, Inc., Wahoo, 
Nebraska; and Ken Schoendyke, Confinement Builders, Emmetsburg, Iowa. 
33smith and others, op. cit., P• 12. 
34Frankl and Masch, op,. cit., P· 8. 
35 Self and Hoffman, op. cit., P• 13. 
gain had not been significantly different when comparing confined 
cattle t o cattle in open lots. 
23 
Nany more items can be considered besides profits, mana gement 
returns, a~d feeding efficiencies when considering confinement versus 
open lot cattle feeding operations~ Self lists the following as alter-
native facto rs to be 'tveighed when considering ca ttle feedlot struc-
tures of confinement or open lot. These are: (1) bedding needs, 
(2) length of feeding period, (fixed costs are reduced lvhen feeding 
length is short~ned); (3) nrud problems; (4) pollution control; (5) de-
gree of environmental control desired; (6) labor requirements; (7) in-
fluence on carcass quality and value; (8) land requirements; (9) effects 
·on perforn.ance predictability \-7hich, if increased, permits more ~f­
ficient buying and selling; (10) working conditions desired; (11) at-
tractiveness of the cattle to packer buyers; and (12) beneficial uses 
36 of tnanure. 
36self, op. cit., p. 152. 
CHAPTER III 
HETHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS M'TI BASIC FEEDLOT SYSTEHS ASSUHPTIONS 
FOR PRODUCTION REQUIREHENTS AND EXPENSES 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of South Dakota feedlot systems was limited to eight 
categories of farm feedlots. The hypothetical feedlots were speci-
fied by size and type. The sizes considered were 100, 300, 500, and 
1,000-animal-units capacity at one time and an open lot and confine-
ment structure were considered for each size. 
A prerequisite for analysis of the feedlot systems involved 
three steps . First, a systematic method was established to generate 
data to be analy7.ed e A computer zed synthetic budget model was created 
as a tool for the analysis. Next, assumptions were established re-
garding the production requirements of the feedlot systems. The third 
and final step consisted of estimating expenses in -the operation of 
the feedlot systems. The last t\vO steps tvere in some cases combined in 
execution because sone production requirements and expenses are directly 
and intently interrelated. 
HETHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS 
An analytical format was established to evaluate the feasibility 
of opera tino the feedlots considered in the research. It \<las decided 
t:> 
that a synthetic budget model adapted to a computer tvould provide an 
efficient method for the analysis of the problems and possibilities 
25 
of the feedlot operations. 
The process of developing the model involved a series of steps. 
First, the basic data had to be collected; secondly, the proper as-
sumptions had to be established. The data and assumptions are desig-
nated in the following portions of this chapter. Next, mathematical 
equations or identities \vera determined to depict relationships by 
which costs, sales, expenses, and relationships had to be conformed 
into an acceptable computer program Which provided empirical results 
1 in an understandable format. A copy of the computerized synthetic 
budget program used for the study can be found :in Appendix A. 
The model served in analyzing the different types and sizes of 
open and confinement feedlot operati.on's profitability. Furthermore, 
the computerization of the budget procedure could allaH more extended 
analysis of feedlot operations by varying certain original assumptions. 
Computer iterations can be executed to test the impact of alter-
native wage rates, depreciation rates, cattle prices, · feed costs, and 
feeding efficiencies on econoraic profits or losses feedlot:s may incur. 
In taking advantage of the program's flexible nature, the ori-
ginal assumptions on two of the feedlot production factors were varied. 
The production factors altered were 't-Tage rates and confinement feed 
efficiency improvements. They represented two elements where variations 
Which could occur would produce a distinct relative impact on the 
1Robert E. Olson~ Associate Professor of Economics, South Dakota 
State University; provided assistance in the final step of writing 
the computer program. 
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economic feasibility of all types and sizes of feedlots considered . 
The results of the changes and further information on the justifica-
tion and the procedure used \vill appear in Chapter V. 
An operation \vould also be sensitive to changes in cattle 
prices, feed prices, and interest rates but such changes would affect 
the alternative lot's profits or losses in an absolute or uniform 
amount and would not help in determining the acceptable use of either 
an open lot or a confinement lot feeding operation for a farm. 
ASSUMPTIONS FOR PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS AND EXPENSES 
Assumptions were specified on the two types of livestock rele-
vant to this study; feeder cattle put on feed and fat cattle produced. 
Both types of cattle \vere assumed identical for all systems. 
The feeder cattle were 650 pound choice steers and were valued 
at $.4925 a pound for a per head value of $320.12. The value was based 
on Sioux Falls market price as of February ·1, 1974. No assumptions 
were nade as to the breeds of the cattle. 
Slaughter cattle were assumed to be sold at $.4900 a pound at 
a weight of 1,050 pounds for a gross sale of. $514.50 per head. The 
price was a futures price of live beef cattle for delivery in June 
of 1974 and the price was quoted as of February 1, 1974 at the Chicago 
Merchantile Exchange. 
All .cattle were assumed to gain 400 pounds at a rate of 2.75 
pounds per day and thus be on feed for about 145 to 150 days depending 
on shrink loss in getting feeder cattle from. point of purchase .to the 
27 
feedlot. The time on feed alloW'ed tuo 9 of cattle to be fed per 
year. A uniform rate of gain was assumed because no evidence in the 
literature revie,ved by the author showed that cattle in either an open 
lot or environmental barn gain at significantly different rates. Al-
though cattle fed in total confinement have sho-vm to be significantly. 
more efficient in feed conversion in tests at Morris, Minnesota; 2 
3 -4 Denison, Io\·Ta; and Newell, Iowa ., this fact was accounted for in 
feed costs in a later section of the study. 
Gross margins for the livestock were calculated after allowing 
for shipping expenses and marketing expenses. ~~rketing costs of 
slaughter cattle were set at $3.30 per head which was determined by 
area interviews to be an acceptable South Dakota rate. Shipping costs 
.to deliver feeder cattle to feedlots and slaughter cattle to market 
were det ermined from South Dakota Class B Hotor Carriers Tariff No. 
Specifically, a linear regression equation Has estimated from 
the rates for motor carriers with a minimum weight of 20,0.00 pounds. 
The two variables for the equation being the distance shipped in miles 
2smith and others, op. cit., P• 11. 
3Frankl and Hasch, op. cit., PP• 3-8. 
4self and Hoffman, op. cit., PP• 10-15. 
5south Dakota Public Utilities Commission. South Dakota Class B 
!:!_otor Carriers Tariff Bulletin No. 48 (Pierre , South Dakota, February 
1974), p. 2. 
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( independent variable) and the rate per pound of shipment (dependent 
va r iable) . 
where, 
tion: 
where , 
The shipping cost equation is sho't·m belcnv : 
Y = 15 . 50008 + 0.17883 X 
R2 = • 987980 
Y =estimated rate in- cents per cwt. shipped 
X = miles shipped 
Gr oss margins could then be calculated from t he f ollowi ng equa-
GH = ASCH (ASCP + 15.50008 + 0.17883 X1) 
AFC\-1 (AFCP + 15.50008 + 0.17883 Xz) 
GH = gross margins per animal unit 
ASCW = Average slaughter cattle weight 
AFQv = Average feeder cattle weight 
x
1 
= Average miles slaughter cattle shipped 
Xz = Average miles feeder cattle shipped 
For the specific analysis, distance shipped for both feeder cattle and 
slaughter cattle was assumed equal to 50 miles. The gross margin for 
all systems was constant and equal to $18.7. 21 per animal unite 
Feed -
The .systems all used a high concentrate ration of corn equiva-
lents, silage equivalents, and supplement. Hot/ever, a distinction be-
tween conf i nement and open lot feed requirements was made on the basis 
29 
of an investigation of various upper Hidwest experiments and studies. 
The average feed costs for confinement fed cattle in 12 different 
experiments and studies was 7 per cent less and the cost differences 
ranged from 42 per cent less to 1 per cent more for confinement versus 
open lots. For the study of basic feedlots, confinement feed costs 
were set at 5 per cent less than open lot costs. 
For the open lot, each st~er was fed 42 bushels of corn equiva-
lents at $2.00 per bushel, one ton of corn silage equivalents at $15.00 
per ton, and 200 pounds of supplement at $180.00 per ton. This ration 
. 6 
was developed from literature on feedlot operations. The concern of 
feed requirements 'tvas for acceptability and not optimum conditions·. 
Feedlot--Open Lot 
T~ e ope lot ( s ) considered J.n the study were struc t tred to 
allow 500 square feet (.0114 A.) per animal unit, 7 and the land was 
valued at $300 an acre. Each system was given lots of 100-animal-
unit capacity, therefore, a 500-animal-unit feedlot would be formed 
by five 100-animal-unit lots. Each of the 100-animal-unit lots, 165' 
x 250', was allocated the follotvi.ng resources 'vith respective invest-
ment costs: 
1. 150 feet of windbreak; $3.10 per linear foot 
6F it p. 1600c.l-1600c.9·, see also Doane Agriculture 
'OX, op • C e, 
Service, Inc., Doane's Agricultural Report Reference Vol. (St. Louis, 
1972), pp. 265-266. 
7 h d d d f.;fty square feet per animal unit would be ac-Ttvo un re an .. 
ceptable for areas that receive 20 inches of rain or less annually. 
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2. 100 feet of precast concrete fenceline bunks; $7.50 per 
l inear foot 
3. A 10' long gate; $40 per gate 
4. Remaining area enclosed by a 5 cable fence with 
posts 9' apart; $1.40 per linear foot 
5. A waterer with pipe and trenching; $275.00 
6. Cement work-aprons for 'tvaterers and bunks--500 cubic 
yards; $21.00 per cubic yard. 
In order to meet proposed effluent guidelines each open lot sys-
tem ·included a waste treatment pit or a lagoon. The type of lagoon 
and construction costs were assumed to be identical to the conditions 
used by the Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.). 8 Each lagoon. 
would presumably hold 100 per cent of the run-off from a ten year--24 
hour storm for eastern South Dakota. 
Feedlot--Confinement 
Each confinement or environmental barn allocated 16 square feet 
per animal unit or 800 pounds of live weight. Su~h an allocation on a 
weight ·basis gives the cattle a more constant area, relative to size, 
than a per head allocation. 11ore explanation of this procedure will 
evolve in Chapter IV. 
An environment feedlot facility consisted of the following in-
vestments and requirements. The respective cost coefficients are also 
8Mil ton L. David, Richard E. Seltzer, and Hilliam D. Eickhoff, 
Economic ~~alysis of Proposed Effluent Guidelines--Feedlots Industry, 
Prepared for the Environmental Protection Agency (Hashington: August 
1973), pp. XII-1-11. 
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lis ted ,.,ith the reluired feedlot investments . 
1 •• 056 A. of land per 100 Ao U.'s; $300 per acre 
2. A clear-spa n pole building 40 feet wide "t;.rith an enclosed 
16 feet wide drive-way, length equal s two thirds times 
A. U. capacity of barn; $80 per linear foot of barn 
3. Concrete pit 8 feet x 24 feet x length of building in• 
cluding dirt excavation , concrete (1 cubic yard per foot 
length of barn), steel re-rod, forming materials, and 
labor; approximately $50 per animal unit 
4. A concrete approach; $168 per feedlo t 
5. Slatted concrete floors; $1.25 per square foot x 24 feet 
wide x length of building 
6. Waterers--! per 100 A. U.; $150 per waterer 
7. Bunks the length of the building; $7.50 per linear foot 
8. Fence and gates; $5 per foot x length of barn 
Supplementary equipment r equired for an environmental barn included a 
pump to periodically extract ·liquid from the pit. A liquid manure 
,.,agon ts necessary to receive the extraction which can be spread on 
farm land as a fertilizer supplement or substitute. · 
Feed Facilities 
An environmental barn system may require the use of less feed 
due to an increase in feed efficien~y and decreased losses attributable 
to weather. Therefore, less feed facility requirements may be plau-
.sible. HoHever, for this study the difference was not felt to be sig-
nificant and each system of the same size also had the same feed facil-
ities. Also est imations of feed storage capacity vary with different 
conditions of feedstuffs stored. 
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Feed storage consisted mainly of bunker silos. The exception 
being the 100 A. u. size which utilized an upright concrete stave silo 
for corn storage. Literature states that for small capacities, corn 
is more feasibly kept in such a silo. The principal reasons given are 
to cut down on spoilage l osses and reduce management ·responsibil-
ities of loading and feeding of corn. 9 A bunker silo was used for 
storage of silage in the 100 A~- U. lot. 
The bunker and stave silo capacities and prices were obtained 
from South Dakota salesmen for companies constructing these facili-
ties. For. a description of facilities used in ·the study please refer 
to Table III-1. 
No allo'tvances uere made for stor age of supplement in the 100, 
300, or 500 A. U. ·operations. The exception was that, at these levels 
the op~ra.'-~Ji." '"ou.ld buy his supplement bagged and make use of space al-
ready available on the farm; a space which would be difficult to set 
a cost on and would vary from farm to farm. The 1,000 A. U. systems 
were allocated a 3,300 bushel bin at a cost of $2,500.00 £or storage 
of bulk feed supplements. 
Feed handling facilities and ~osts were determined from an Iowa 
10 State University study. Some slight modifications ~vere made from 
cons,.tltation with implement dealers. 
9 c. · R. Hoglund, The Economic Appraisal of Concrete To'tver, Sealed 
Storage and Bunker Silo Systems (East Lansing: :Hichigan State Univer-
sity Press 1970), pp. 4-5. 
lOHilliam Zmolek and others, ~Evaluation ?f Imva Beef Catt:le 
~stems (Ames: Io'tva Sta te University Pr ess, Novemoar 1973), p .. 24. 
Table III-1: Feed Storage and Ifundling Requirements, and Cvsts for Open Lots ana Confinement Sys t ems 
Storage 
Stave Silo-Corn-Capacity-bu. 
Size-dia. x ht. (ft.) 
Price-Dollars 
Bunker Silo-Corn-Capacity-bu. 
Size 
Price-Dollars 
Bunker Silo- Silage Capacity-T. 
Size x w x 1 ·in feet 
Price-Dollars 
Supplement Stor a ge Cos t 
Handling Costs 
Loader and Tractor (New) 
Used Tractor-for Feed ~.Jagon 
Mixing Hagon 
Feed ~~agon 
Scales 
Truck, Mixing Box, Scales 
100 
10,000 
20 X 40 
$6,300 
------
200 T. 
12 , 16 , 37~ 
$2,684 
--
$5,000 
1,500 
3,200 
Lot Si ze in An imal Units 
300 
30,000 
12 X 37~ X 87~-2 
$6,000 
600 T. 
12 X 25 X 67~ 
$4,500 
--
$8,000 
2,000 
3,2,00 
2,AOO 
500 
50,,000 
12 X 37!z X 150 
$9,940 
1, 000 T. 
12 X 37~ X 75 
$5,522 
--
$8,000 
2,600 
3,200 
3,.000 
800 
1,000 
100,000 
12 X 50 X 212~ (ft.) 
$13,810 
2, 000 T. 
12 X 37~ X 150 
$ 9 '940 
$ 2,500 
$12,000 
11,000 G> 
t_.j 
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Again , e ach system of the same size was allotted simil?.r feeding 
equipment. The va r i ous equip8ent had to provide a means of gathering 
f r om s torage, mixing, distributing, and in s ome cases, we ighing the 
ration. In 100 A. u. l ots mixing and distributing was done tdth a single 
mixing wagon.. A scale ·Has provided for in only the 500 and 1,000 A. u. 
lots, as such opera t ions may be c onsidered as more complex and more de-
manding of management controls • . Specific equipment used is also portrayed 
in Table III-1. No allowances wer e made for ration treatment such as 
roasting, steaming, or cracking, exc ep t for ingredient mixing. 
Waste Treatment and Handling 
~n the confinement systems the only equipment required \vas a 
pump, a liquid manure wagon, and a tractor to pull the wagon to the 
points of distr ibution. 
Open lo ts required additional equipment to clean manure build-
up out of pens, plus equipment to maintain a proper level of liquid in 
the feedlot lagoon . 
For manure co llection, each open lot was consigned· one or t'ro 
manure spreaders of varying capacity, a used loader and tractor, and an 
additional used tractor to supplement the manure spreaders. Liquid hand-
ling from the lagoon was accomplished, accor d i ng to E.P.A. estimated 
requirements, and consisted of either a pump-liquid manure wagon com-
bination or a type of irrigation system. The irrigation systems in-
1 11 c uded a pump. 
llD .d 2Vl. , Sel tzer, and Eickhoff, l oc . cit. 
Table III-2: tvaste Treatment and Handling Requirements, and ~ Costs for Open Lots and Confine-
ment Systems 
Lot Size in Animal Units 
100 300 500 1 ,000 
Confinement 
Liquid Manure Wagon-Size (gal.) 1,000 2,250 2,250 2,250 
Number 1 1 1 2 
Cost $2,000 $4,025 $4,025 $8,050 
Used Tractor Cost $1,200 $1,200 $2,500 $2,500 
Pump Cost $ 500 $1,000 $2,900 $3,000 
Open Lo t 
Manure Spreader -Number 1 1 1 2 
Size 3 T. 3 T. 4 T. 4 T. 
Cost $1 ,400 $1 ,11- 00 $1,700 $3,400 
Used Trac t or Cost $1,200 $1,200 $2,500 $2,500 
Used Loader and Tractor Cost $2,750 $3,500 $4,000 $5,250 
Lagoon $1,550 $1,550 $1,550 $2,100 
Pump For Lagoon. $ 500 
Liquid Manure Hagen-Number 1 
Size-Gal. 1,000 
Cos t $2,000 
Traveling Gun Irrigation Cost -- $3,000 $3,000 ' $6,000 
w 
\..11 
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Also, any lot that included a liquid manure w·agon was also as~ 
signed a used tractor to pull -the spreader. The cost and sizes of the 
waste treatment and handling equipment is shown in Table III-2. 
Labor 
Labor requirements for labor vary with size and type of feed-
lot structure. It is an important element in determining the advan-
tages of one system over another. 
The man-hour ~equirements for the various systems were estimated 
f 1 f f dl b I S U . . 12 h .rom an eva uation o ee ot systems y otva tate n1vers1ty. T e 
sizes did not allow specific use of their data, but interpolation from 
data presented in Figure III-1 was used to derive the requirements. The 
requiremen.ts are shown in Table II I-3 on an animal unit, yearly, and 
daily basis. 
Labor Hrs. 
4 
3 
2 
---Open. Lot 
Confinement 
---- .... _ .... __ ...__....., __ ~ 
1 
I 
0 100 300 500 
Aninal Units 
Figure . III-1: Animal Unit Labor Requirements for Open Lot and 
Confinement Facilities 
12zmolek and others, op. cit., PI>• ·, 10-12• 
1,boo 
Table III-3: Labor Requirements of Feedlot Facilities for Open Lots and 
Confinement Systems 
Open Lot 
Labor (Hrs.) 
Per A.U •
1 Per Year 
Per Day 2 
Conf in em en t 
Labor (Hrs.) 
Per A.U. 
Per Year1 
Per Day2 
100 
3.5 
700.0 
2.1 
2.6 
520.0 
1.5 
Size of Lot in ~~imal Units 
300 
2.3 
1,380.0 
4.1 
1.8 
1,080.0 
3.2 
500 
2.0 
2,000.0 
5.9 
1.6 
1,600.0 
4.7 
1Equals hours per animal unit*size*turn-over rate. 
2 ' 
For days in operation out of a year which has 340 days. 
1,000 
1.7 
3, l~OO. 0 
10.0 
1.3 
2,600.0 
7.6 
Source: Hilliam Zmolek and others, An Evaluation of Io\·la Beef Cattle 
.~steil!s (Ames: Iowa State University Press, November, 1973), pp. 10-12. 
• 
w 
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Labor costs for 1973 't.Jere estimated to cover wage and social 
s ecurity payments, ret irenent allotvances, and health and disability 
insuranceo The hourly labor cost \vas attained by the fo11oHing 
formula: 
where, 
L.C. = ASD~v * (1 + S.S.) * (1 + RA) * (1 + liD!) * (1 +PIA) 
L.c. = Labor Costs 
ASDH = Average South Dakota hourly wage rate in .1972 = $1.80 
s.s. = Social Security tax rate for self ~~ployed = .07 or 
7 per cent 
Rl\ = Retirement Allo'tvance = .15 or 15 per cent 
liDI = Health and Disability Insurance = .OS or 5 per cent 
PIA = Price Inflation Allowance = .10 or 10 per cent 
The Price Inflation Allo'to~ance 'tvas estimated by dividing the 
1973 all items price index for farmers by the 1972 all items price 
index for farms. 
Death Loss· 
The death loss was given a constant ·figure for all lots. The 
grounds for such a procedure being that no data available showed that 
either size or type of lot per se affects the morbidity of feedlot 
cattle. · 
In the study, the death loss percentage applied was one (1) 
per cent . of the animals on feed. This is similar to figures reported 
from other studies.. The monetary loss tvas determined per animal sold 
and allo't·Tances 'tvere made for the value feed and labor lost due to the 
death of an animal. The animals were assumed to die in the middle of 
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the feeding program. The formula for the death loss per animal sold is: 
'tvhere, · 
DL = DL% * (PCFC - ~FED - ~LABR) 
DL = Death loss (dollars per animal sold) 
DL% = Death loss Percentage 
PCFC = Purchase Cost of Feeder Cattle 
FED = Feed Cost per Animal Unit 
LABOR = Labor Cost per Animal Unit 
No credit was assumed for salvage value of the dead aninals. 
Veterinary Health 
Veterinary and health charges were given a standard value of 
$3.30 per head. This figure is an average of allotvances reported 
in other research litera ture.13 The charge is assumed to cover medi-
cines and veterinary services and not the labor involved in handling 
the cattle for vaccination or treatment. 
Depreciation 
· In all depreciation for this research, t he straight line de-
preciating method was used. For the study's purpose of determining the 
better system or size rather than an optimum condition, the straight 
line method was appropriate. 
The depreciable life of the confinement barn was assumed to be 
13smith and others, op. cit., PP• 11-13. 
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ten years. Regul ar farm buildings are deprecia ted over 25 years, but 
they s erve multi-purposes. The j u·stification for a life shorter than 
for farm bui ldings in general, originated f rom the specialization that 
the confinement building exhibits. A cold-slatted barn for beef cattle 
has a life more l ike a confinement hog barn which is depreciated over 
ten years giving i t the same status as equipment. · 
All structures, machinery~ and equipment included in the study, 
except land and some used equipment, were deprec i a t ed by a 10-year 
straight~line depreciation method. The used equipment was depreciated 
·at a 6-year life rate and the land had no depreciation. 
Repairs and Fuel 
Re pair and fuel expenses were determined by a process similar 
value of the equipment and machinery. 
The per centage 't<~as computed from tax permittable procedures. 
The Internal Revenue Service allows a farmer to annually deduct 11 per 
cent on machinery and 3 per cent on equipment. An overall percentage 
of 6 per cent per year or 3 per cent per animal unit was used re-
fleeting the much lower proportion of machinery than stationary equip-
ment in the systems. Three per cent per animal unit allows for a turn-
over rate of t'tvO groups of cattle fed per year. 
Interest 
Interes t on operational investment was determined by applying 
tlle t the amount of the inve s t ment that was estimated interest rate o 
/ 
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ass umed f i nanced by banking or financial institutions. The relevant 
interest r a te 'toTas assumed as being 8 per cent. Fifty per cent of the 
·feedlot inves tment was assumed to be fina nced. This procedure has 
been used as a met hod in other stud i es of this type • . ~4 Thus, in the 
computation of i nterest, four per cent was us.ed which is the multiple 
of the previously mentioned percentages. The 4 per cent figure was 
multiplied times a l l capital required for pr oducing slaughter cattle, 
excluding feed , but including feeder cattle . 
Taxes 
Taxes considered in the study were limited to property taxes. 
Projected profits for various feedlot systems were considered as pre-
income tax profits. 
Property taxes "t·lere levied against feeder cattle: land: rna .... 
chinery , and equipment. To dete rmine an appropriat e fi gure to estimate 
tax costs it was necessary to use an acceptable as s essment rate and 
mill levy. For t he study, an assessment rate of 50 per cent 't·ms used 
and the ·mill levy \oTas set at 40 mills for agricul t ural property. Thus 
a multiple of the mill levy and assessment rate (2 per cent) 15 was used 
as a cost co effici~nt determinant and was multiplied times the original 
investment of feeder cattle, land , machinery, and equipment. 
14Da.rwin K Jolmson "An Economic Analysis of Selected Beef 
Enterprise · System; f or Sou~heast South Dakota" , (unpublished Haster's 
thesis, South Dakota State University, 1973), P• 167 • 
15Hill Le vy x Assessment Rate = .04 X .5 == .02. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND COHPARISON OF BASIC FEEDLOT SYSTE!:·!S 
INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter III the methodology , model, and assumptions for t _he 
basic data were developed to assist the actual analysis- to take 
place in Chapter IV based on the previous material. The analytical 
procedure for the feedlot systems involved comparison of the alterna-
tive feedlots operating statements. Most of the terminology used 
will be straight fonvard or self explanator;, however; two terms, 
"animal unit" and "return to management and/ or ownership 11 , were arbi-
trarily .assigned specific definitions for the purpose of this analy-
sis. 
An animal unit terminology based on weight was adopted be-
cause of the limited space of the confinement operations. An 800 
pound animal equal s an animal unit. An animal unit could be substi-
tuted for a head of cattle figure in the open lot but in confinement 
feeding \veight for a given area is more relevent as opposed to head 
for a given area. For confinement feeding, the concept of 800 pounds 
for 16 square feet gives cattle a relatively constant ratio of size 
per space. Specifically, it allows for the fact that a 600 pound feeder 
needs less space than a 1, 000 pound feeder and eliminates misuse of space 
for light feeders .and c.roHding of heavy cattle that a per head allotment 
Will produce. 
Return to managenent and/or otmership is the nomenclature used 
to measure the economic incentives to operate the feedlots. It 
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was chosen in lieu of such terms as profits, return to capital and 
management, and return to entrepreneur . Return to management and/or 
ownership stresses that a farm feedlot operator not only accepts the. 
responsibilities and risks of management but also ownership.. Any 
loss or profit should be jointly attributab le to both factors of 
production because of the impracticability of separating them. Re- · 
turn to labor is treated as an expense of production and may tend to 
deflate returns more than some actual feedlot operators budgets show 
who do not allow themselves a labor charge. 
ANALYSIS OF OPEN LOT CATTLE FEEDING SYSTill1$ 
The details on the information that is presented in this section 
on open lots are available in numerical form in Table IV-1. The dis-
cussion of the open lot systems will cover three general parts of 
the table: sales, expenses, and return to management and/or owner-
ship. 
Sales 
There is little evidence that the size or even the type of 
lot will affect the value of slaughter cattle sold and differences 
that do occur are more attributable to effective cattle buying and 
selling; or differences in feeding. Because the purpose of the re-
search was to compare confinement and open lot systems and not the 
efficiency of other feedlot practices or marketing skills of spe-
cific operators, the sales price of cattle was assmned to be equal 
for all lots analyz ed. 
$508 93 1 oad is a net value 'tvhich The sales value of • per 1~ 
Table IV-1: Operating Statements for Various Sizes of Open Lot 
Feeding Facilities Pe~ Animal Unit 
Item 100 A.U • . 300 AoU . 500 A.U. 1,000 A.U. 
SALES 
Livestock Sales 
Hinus Shipping 
And Narketing 
Costs 508.93 508.93 508.93 508.93 
EXPENSES 
Livestock, at 
the Farm 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 
Feed 117.00 117.00 117.00 117.00 
Labor 8.95 6.14 5.12 4.35 
Vet, Health 3.30 3.30 3~30 3.30 
- Depreciation 18.90 8.66 6. 83 5.31 
Death Loss 2.59 2.60 2.61 2.61 
Interest on 
---Equipment 7.30 3.40 2.66 2.09 
Land' Cattle 12:.94 12.94 12.94 12.94 
Taxes on 
- Equipment 7.39 3.40 2.66 2.09 
Land, Cattle 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 
Repairs, Fuel 11.03 5.11 3.99 3.13 
TOTAL EXPENSE 517.73 490.74 485.30 481.01 
Return to Manage-
ment and/or 
<Mner.ship -8.80 18.19 23.63 27.92 
Annual Return to 
Hanagement and/ 
23,631. 55,8L•3• or Ow""nership -±,760. 10,91:5. 
Annual Return to 
Hanagernent and/ 
or Ownership as 
a Percentage of 
Total Investment 51.75 
Required -4.72 20.95 34.61 
Lr4 
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represents gross sales minus shipping costs for 50 miles and marketing 
costs of $3.30 per head. The computer program employed allows flex-
ibility in both market ing costs and shipping distances should changes 
in these values be desired for subsequent . analyses. 
Expenses 
The expenses determined for the four sizes of open feedlots 
resulted from use of methodology, data, and assumptions set forth in 
Chapter III. A systematic listing of the component expenses and a 
summation .of the components are listed in numerical form in Table 
IV-1 by lot size. The table will be the main source of quantitative 
descriptives for the analysis of expenses. 
The four conventional or open lot feedlots exhibit economies of 
sc~le~ 3. ch8. r.~ct:eri..~t-tc that ha.s been generally accepted ia.1 feedlot 
operations in the past. The aninal unit expenses diminished signifi-
cantly as the size of the lots increased. The 100 A • . U .. open lot pos-
sessed animal unit expenses of $517.24 compared to $490.74, $485.30, 
and $481.01 for the 300 A. U., 500 A. U., and 1, 000 A. U. lots; re-
spectively. The differences stem from variations in the non-feed ex-
penses derived from equipment and labor. 
The variable non-feed expenses included depreciation, interest, 
taxes, repairs, fuel, and labor. They equal $53.71, $26.71, $21.26, 
and $16.97 for the 100, 300, 500, and 1,000-capacity sizes. For the 
basic feedlots considered in the study, an operator of a 100 A. U. 
feedlot could cut such expenses by 50.3 per cent if a 300 A. U. lot 
was utilized, 60.4 per cent if a 500 A. u. lot 'tvas operated. and 68.4 
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per cent if a 1,000 A. U. open lot was impl~Jented using the assumptions 
of the study. The increnental non-feed expenses do not differ as sig-
nif icantly between the large sizes but substantial economies do exist. 
The variable non-feed animal unit expenses of the 300 A. u. open lot 
are 20.4 per cent and 36.5 per cent more than the comparable expenses 
for the 500-unit lot and 1, 000-unit lot. The 500 A. U. lot tvith varying 
non-feed expenses or equipment and labor costs of $21.26 are 20~2 per 
cent more than the similar expenses of $16.97 for the largest lot con-
sidered. 
The explanation of the differences evolved from the assumptions 
made for the hypothetical feedlot operations and actual differences 
in the animal unit investment requirements for the different sized 
operations. Assumptions that created differences were related to 
feed storage, labor requirements, and pollution control allot-lances. 
The feed storage system partially explains the high costs of 
the 100 A. u. lot. For this lot alone, corn was hypothetically 
stored in an upright concrete silo which costs $2,800 mo~e than a 
comparable bunker silo. As previously mentioned, chances of corn 
spoilage are much lower for the upright silo which offset the lower 
initial investment requirement of a small bunker silo. The decrease 
in equipmant related expenses of the other lots derived from savings 
obtained from the use of larger equipment and facilities which them-
selves exhibit economies of scale. 
Another expense which affects size is the charge for labor. 
Table IV-1 indicates labor charges equal $8.95, $6.14, $5.12, and 
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$4.35 for the respec t ive lots going from the smallest to the largest. 
The small lot is 31.4 per cent more labor intensive than the 300 A. u. 
lot, 42.8 per cent more than the 500-uni t open lot, and 51.4 per cent 
more labor intensive t han the largest lot using labor expenses as a 
basis. Like equipment expenses , the average labor unit differences 
diminish when compa r ing the larger sizes . The 300 A. u. lot's animal 
unit labor expenses are 16.6 per cent mor e t han the 500 A. u. lot and 
29.2 per cent more than the large lot , al so the large lot's animal 
unit labor expenses are 15.0 per cent less than the 500 A. u. lot's 
similar expense. 
The decreasing average unit expenses depi ct the condition 
that the lar ger lots allotv for more efficient us es of labor resources. 
The lower unit l abor costs originate from possible lovTer require-
ments in feed distribution, tvaste treatment, and handling of cattle. 
The othe r expenses considered were not as sumed to be affected 
by the size of the lots. Although different sizes may be able to 
procure. feeder ca t t le more economically, feed more efficiently, and 
possibly make more effective use of tax laws, the purpose of this 
study did not require such differences and also establishing a re-
liable quantificat ion of such factors was beyond the scope of the 
work undertaken for t his analysis. 
Return to Management and/or O"tvnership 
The four hypothetical farm open lot feedlots portrayed large 
differences in mone t ary re"tvard t o management and/or 6wnership with 
absolute values ranging from $8.80 loss pe r A. U. for the ·small lot 
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to a $27.92 gai n for t he largest lot . Int ermediate lots -of the 300 
and 500-unit size showed gains of $18.19 and $23.63 per animal unit. 
The absolute value of the returns is lar ge l y affec t ed by the 
gross margins within which the cattle feeder has to operate. The 
gross margin is independent of the size i n this case and equals $187 •. 21 
($508.93 minus $321 .72) for all lots. The feed and non-feed expenses 
must be less than $187.21 if the ·hypothetical lots are to be profit-
able. The total f eed and non-feed expenses are equal to the sum of all 
expenses except livestock expenses in Table I V-1. 
The significant feature was the relative differences in the 
return to management and/ or o~·mership amounts in con s idering sizes of 
open lots' economic feasibility. There were large differences calcu-
lated and they originate from the large differences in the expenses 
which vary with t he size. For the study, the 100-unit feedlots $8.80 
A. u. loss was $26.99 less than the next sizes positive return of $18.19. 
If cattle had been purchased in such a manner as t o show· zero return 
to the small lot, t he 300 A. U. lot would have shown a $26.99 return 
per animal unit which is identical to the differenc es in expenses for 
the two lots. Similarly, the 500 and 1,000 A. U. l ots returns per 
animal unit are $32. 43 and $36.72 more than the small lot. 
In summary, t he size of open lot can have l a r ge effects on the 
differences between expenses incurred in operating a feedlot which 
affect the value of a gross margin a feedlot operator can profit-
ably produce within . Still, marketing and purchasing of cattle which 
set the gross margin ydll set the actual return a cattle feeder can 
expect. In the open lots considered 
' 
a feeder would need the followirg 
margins in order to break even in his operations. For the 100 A. u. 
lo t the critical margin value is abou t $196.01, the difference be-
t "tveen lives tock expenses and total expenses. Likewise, the critical 
gross margin values for the 300, 500, and 1,000-unit lots are $169.02, · 
$163.58, and $159 .. 29"' These values could vary slightly because of 
taxes and interest on different valued feeder cattle. 
ANALYSIS OF CONFINEMENT CATTLE FEEDING SYSTEHS 
The analysis of confinement facilities "t-ras done on the same 
basis as the open lot facilities. Again only certain economic indi-
cators were analyz ed in evaluating the various sizes of confinement 
barns or facilities. They came under the general topics of sales , 
expenses, and returns to management and/or otmership . 
Sales 
As with the open lots, all confinement bar.ns produced equal 
valued cattle calculated at $508.93 each. It is possible that 
the confinement cattle could have been valued higher than open lot 
fed cattle. It has been argued that confinement fed cattle have a 
better marketing appearance due to clean feedlot conditions. which 
could cause them to sell better. Also,. confinement fed cattle could 
shrink less during shipping because they are more used to close 
quarters .and are rr~re adjusted to human presence, which could lower 
animal. stress during marketing period& However, such allovnl.n.ces 
w~re not considered in the study. 
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ExEenses 
The confinement facilities exhibited economies of scale- trlth 
respect to expenses produced in operations(> · The expenses per animal 
unit decr eased from $511.50 to $495.02 to $491.31 to $ll88.13 for the 
lots from 100-unit capacity to 300 to 500 to finally the low expense 
for the 1,000-unit capacity barn. 
The differences are dependent upon the variations in costs of 
labor and equipment outlays for the alternative lots. These values 
equal $50.57 for the small facility, $34.08 for the 300-unit barn, 
$30.36 for the 500-unit barn, and $27.18 for the large lot and rep-
resent the sum of labor, depreciation, interest on equipment, taxes 
on equipment, repairs, and fuel for equipment . If the values of 
$50.57, $34.08, $30.36, and $27.18 are subtracted from the appropriate 
total e~penses for the lots, a constant subsidiary expense· of about 
$460.95 is derived for each lot. It was this ~mount of expenses that 
did not change when the size of the lot was changed. · 
Of the expenses that varied \dth size, those tied to equipment 
were largest and the sum of the four equipment related values were 
$45.45, $29.48, $26.52, and $23.85 for the lots from smallest to 
largest in size. The expenses were determined by subt.ractirtg labor 
expenses from -the total variable expenses considered in the previous 
paragraph.. These animal unit expenses diminish ldth size because 
the animal unit investment in storage equipment, fee& handling equip-
ment, and waste treatment diminishes with increased size of confine-
ment operation. 
Tabl e IV-2: Operating Statements for Var i ous Sizes of Confine-
ment Facilities Per AnL~~l Uni t 
Item 100 A.U. 300 A.U . 500 A.U. 1,000 A.U. 
SALES 
Livestock Sales 
.M:Inus Shipping 
And Harketing 
Costs 508.93 508.93 508 .93 508.93 
EXPENSES 
Livestock, at 
the Fa rm 321.72 321.72 321.72 321 .72 
Feed 111.15 111.15 111.15 111.15 
Labor 5.12 4.60 3.84 3.33 
Vet, Healt h 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 
Deprecia t i on 19.19 12.37 11.15 o.oo 
Death Loss 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64 
Interest on 
Equipment 7.50 4.89 4 . 39 3.96 
Land, Ca t tle 12.81 12.81 12. 81 12.81 
Taxes on 
Equipment 7.50 4.89 4.39 3.96 
Land, Cattle 6.41 6.41 6. 41 6.41 
Repairs, Fuel 11.25 7.33 6.59 5. 9'• 
TOTAL EXPENSE 508.59 492.11 488 . 39 485.21 
Return to Manage-
ment and/or 
Ownership 0.34 16.82 · 20.54 23.72 
Annual Retur n to 
Hanagement and/ 
or 0\.;nership 68. 10,093. 20,541. 47,'•42. 
Annual .Return to 
Management and/ 
or Ownership as 
a Percentage of 
Total Inves tment 23. 94 Requi.red 0.18 13.75 18. 70 
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Labor expenses also diminish with s i ze as shown in Table IV-2. 
The explana tion o f the decrease of labor expenses from $5. 12 to $4.60 
to $3.84 to $3 .. 33 f or t he four confinement barns is, that labor is more 
readily substitut ed by technology as size increases. 
Return to Mana&ement and/or Otmership 
The abso lute value of returns , prof its , or revenues are deter-
mined by the assumptions made about the purchasing and marketing of · 
cattle in the s t udy completed for the repor t. The values of returns, 
whether positive or negative, 'tvere determined by the gross margin in 
the study . which was $187.21 for all sizes of lot. At ·this gross 
margin, the four confinement facilities showed animal unit returns of 
-$2.57, ~13.91, $17.62, and $20.80. 
differences ·between the returns are s ignificant 
when fe·ed ing 650 pound steers up to a weight of 1,050. Under this 
type of operation , the smallest lot returns $16.48 less to management 
and/ or o"tmersh ip per A. U. than the 300 A. U. barn, $20 . 19 less than 
the Soo· A. U. barn, and $23.37 less than the 1,000 A. U. barn. These 
figures are ident i cal to the amount expenses are cut by the increase 
in size of feedlo ts. 
ECONOHIC COHPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVE TYPES 
OF CATTLE FEEDLOT SYSTEMS 
One of t he basic objectives of t he r esearch considered in this 
document -was t o det ermine whether confinement feedlots are a f eas ible 
1 1 t f South Dakota feeders . Some · a ternative to conventional o.pen o s or 
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of the following findings will provide some knm11ledge on the feasi-
bility. of confinement feeding as an alternat ive. 
Huch of the :information has been presented previously in the 
discussion of the separate sizes of open lots and confinement or en-
vironmental barns. Nmv, however, the alternative types of feedlots 
will be considered together by means of analysis--primarily of the 
expenses derived in the operation of the possible types. Sales, as 
has been cited, are constant for all lots, and since gross margins 
are also constant for all lots, revenues are a direct result of the 
level of expenses for each lot. The analysis will be divided by size 
of lots and expenses were the key economic indicators of feasibility. 
100-Animal-Unit Feedlots 
As the resu ts in Table IV-3 L11.dicatej a 100 A. U. confinement 
barn is more feasible to operate than a similar sized open lot. Al-
though for the assumptions and conditions set in the study both shaH 
losses, the 100 A. U. confinement lot is $6.23 less expensive per 
A. U. · to operate than the open lot. If the gross margin were in-
creased by $8.80, the size of animal unit loss of open lot, the iden-
tical sized confinement barn would.return $6.23 per A. U. while the 
open lot would just break even on expenses and shot-T no return to man-
agement and/or ownership. 
The small confinement lot is more economical to operate for 
three reasons. First, as with all the other confinement-open lot 
alternatives the confinement's feed costs are five per cent less 
' 
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because cattle feed efficiency is assumed to be five per cent better 
in confinement facilities. For the assumed feed costs and require-
ments it amounts to a $2.92 savings per A. U., which could fluctuate 
as feed prices and requirements change. 
The second factor is the smaller labor costs incurred by the 
confinement barn and is a part of the non-feed costs in Table IV-3. A 
reference back to Tables IV-1 arfd IV-2 sho1;-1 that the open lot's labor 
expenses are $8.95 per A. u. compared to $5.12 for the environmental 
(ENVR) or confinement barn for a $3.83 savings per A. u. In actual 
time required, the environmental facility takes about 42.8 per cent 
less hours per head. 
The final factor in causing the confinement lot to be. more 
economical is also contained 'tdthin the non-feed costs. It is a cost 
related to the meeting of environmental control standards which cause 
the .open lot equipment related costs to be only slightly larger than 
the confinement costs. The open lot equipment related costs equal 
$44.76 while the confinement equipment costs equal $45~45.. If small 
feedlot operators meet environmental standards they would be better 
off, economically, to use a confinement system uhich does not require 
a lagoon construe tion and t.;aste dispersion equipment for sewage in 
the lagoon. The E.P.A. requirements produce substantial A. U • . invest-
ment increases for small lots. 
Regardless of profits, the large investment requirements may 
he a substantial dete.rant to operation of the small lot. The figures 
in Table IV-4 shotv tha t for $14,591 more a 300 A. U. open lot could 
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be built inst ead of the most profitable of t wo 100 A. U. lots. For 
the conditions assumed this investment would also yield $5,4.57 per 
300 head of cattle sold instead of a $257 loss per 100 head of cattle 
sold from the confinement barn. Assuming t wo lots of feeders are fed 
per year, an annual return of $10,914 dollars could. be wade . inste.ad 
of a $514 loss for a net annual gain of $11,428· dollars for investing 
·-
an addit:I.onal $14, 591 in a larger lot. 
].00-Animal=Unit Feedlots 
Further observation of Table IV-3 'tvould :indicate that the 300 
A. U. open lot is more economical than the same sized environmental 
barn. The $7.20 advantage lll non-feed costs of the open lot offsets 
the $2.92 feed cost advantage of the ENVR system to give the open lot 
a $4.28 advantage in return to management and/or ownership per animal 
unite 
The explanation for the open lot advantage 'tvas ·that the labor 
costs per A. U. become more uniform, $6.14-open and $4.60 ~NVR and 
cannot, along with feed cost savings, offset the equipment related 
costs of deprecia tion, taxes, interest, repairs, and fuel. These 
costs are $20.57 per A. u. for the open lot and $29.48 per A. U. for 
· the ENVR system. 
500-Animal-Unit Feedlots - -
As With the 300 animal unit lots, and as can be observed with 
the 1,000 A. u. lots in Table IV-3, the comparible open lot facility 
sho't·ls an economic advantage over the 500 A. U • ENVR barn. The reasons 
are similar. The equipment and investment cost figures outweigh the 
Table IV-3: Economic Calculations for Both Size and Type of Feedlot Structures Per Animal Unit 
Item· 100 A.u. 300 A.U. 500 A.U. 1,000 A.U. 
Open Envr Open Envr Open Envr Open Envr 
Feeder Costs 
Hinus 
Shipping 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 321.72 
Feed Costs 117.00 111.15 117.00 111.15 1i7.00 111.15 117.00 111.15 
Nonfeed Costs 79.01 75.72 52.02 59.24 46.58 55.52 42.29 52. 3!.~ 
Total Costs 517.73 .508.59 490.74 492.11 485.30 488.39 481.01 485.21 
Sales Hinus 
Shipping and 
Harketing 508.93 508.93 508.93 508 . 93 508.93 508 .93 508 .93 508.93 
Return to 
Management and/ 
or 0\m.ership - 8. 80 0.34 18.10 16. 82 23.63 20.54 27.92 23.72 
Total Invest-
ment Required 372.79 375.16 173. 69 244.66 136.55 219.69 107.91 198.15 
V1 
0\ 
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E1nTR's advantages in labor requirements and feed efficiency. For the 
study's assumptions, the open lot sho">-Ted a $6.01 monetary advantage 
per A. u. over the ENVR lot. 
1,000-Anirnal~Unit Feedlots 
The largest feed lots considered in the study did shmv econo-
mies of scale e.."<isting for both types. Still, the unit expenses ~.;ere 
diminishing faster for the open lot than the ENVR barn and, therefore, 
the 1,000 A. u. open lot showed the highest advantage in return over the 
comparable confined system--$7.12 more return per animal unit for the 
open lot. Labor cost per A. u. near equality, $4.35-open and $3.33-ENVR 
(see Tables IV-1 and IV-2), and the small effect of E.P.A. compliance 
represent the basic reasons for the open lot advantages . However, both 
lots shmv large returns per animal unit of $2 7 •. 92-open and $20.80-ENVR 
system for the condit ions set by the researcher. 
Summary 
In comparin g similar sizes of open and environmental feed 
lots, the open lots shovT an economic advantage. In the single case 
v.?J:lere economic advantage was shown by the confinement barn, sound 
business ~-rould tend to motivate operations at least to a 300 A. U. 
open lot. 
It should be noted that for the two larger confinement facili-
ties, :f.t ~.;ould have been more feasible to produce at a size smaller of 
open lot. For instance, the 300 A. U. open lot expenses were $490.74 
per A. u. and investment totaled $52,107 (see Table IV-4) while the 
Table IV-4: Economic Calculations for Both SizE~ and Type of Feed Lot Structures for One 
Turnover 
Item 100 A.U. 300 A.U. 500 A.U. 1,000 A.U. 
Open Envr Open Envr Open Envr Open Envr . 
-
Feeder Cost 
Minus 
Shipping 32,172. 32,172. 96,516. 96,516. 160,860. 160,860. 321' 719. 321,719. 
Feed Costs 11,700. 11,115. 35,100. 33,345. 58,500. 55,575. 117 ,ooo. 111,150. 
Nonfeed Costs 7,901. 7,572. 15,606. 17,772. 23,289. 27,7~9. 42,289. 52,339. 
Total Costs 51,773. 50,859. 147,221. 157,632. 21+2 '649. 244,194. 481,008. 485,208. 
Sales Minus 
Shipping and 
Marketing 50,893. 50,893. 152,679. 152,679. 254,465. 254,465. 508,929. .508,929. 
Return to 
Hanagement and/ 
or 01vnership -880. 34. 5,457. 5,046. 11,816. 10,271. 27,9 21. 23,721. 
Total Invest-
. ment Required 37;279 • 37,516. 52,107. 73,397. 68,275, 109,843. 107,910. ' 198,148. 
U1 
(X) 
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500 A. U. ENVR barn expenses ,.;ere $491.31 per A. U. and investments 
totaled $109,843. 
Basically, l ower investment and greater animal un_it returns are 
experienced for the smaller 300 A. u. open lot in comparison to the ENVR 
facility. Analysis of similar 500-capacity open lot and 1,000-capacity 
ENVR lots shows the environmental A. u. returns and total investment 
are $20.80 per animal unit and $198,148 , respect! vely, '1:-lhile the 500 
A. u. open lot's animal unit returns are $23.63 and total investment -re-
quired is only $68,275. Again, the small er open lot is advantageous to 
the next larger confinement facility. 
All the economic analysis presented are dependent upon the 
acceptabilit y of the assumptions and conditions set for the feedlots 
and, therefore, variations in the feasibility of alternative operations 
are susceptib le t o change. Two assumptions which prominently affect 
the possibility of confinement feed l ot implementation are feed ef-
ficiency and wage rate. For the previous invest igation they were set 
at five percent, i. e. confinement fed cattle feed five percent more 
efficiently or economically, and the wage rate equaled $1.80. In the 
next chapter . the effect of changing these two as s umptions will be 
considered. 
CP.APTER V 
THE EFFECT OF ALTERATIONS OF HAGE RATES AND COHFINEHENT FEED 
EFFICIENCIES ON RELATIVE ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF OPEN 
A1~ CO~~INU1ENT FEED LOT OPERATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
The initial results of the analysis of alternative types and 
sizes of feedlots described in Chapter IV rest upon a single set of 
assumptions. The practicality of standard assumptions on such items 
as feed prices, feeder prices, feed storage requirements, and. sales for 
all lots 't-ras det ermined by the initial purposes and objectives of the 
study. That was to determine primarily if confinement systems are a 
competitive alternative to open feedlots for South Dakota farmers. 
Essentially, the feedlot size or type has little effect on many of the 
assumptions or expenses and revenues related to cattle feeding. 
When considering the economics of sizes and types of feedlots, 
t'tro assumptions in particular were considered likely to v~ry under · 
different circumstances. Logic exists for the allowance of alterna-
tive values for wage rates and feed efficiency improvements . The al-
ternative values for these two cattle feeding elements, w·hen combined 
with the unchanged assumptions of the feedlot operations of Chapter 
III, will provide the material for analysis in Chapter V. 
The '"age rate a feeder considers appropriate wil.l depend on 
how valuable a South Dakota feeder considers his time and his value 
of his labor 'tvould possibly change the acceptability of an open lot or 
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environmental system. Hany . farmers "ivould not pay themselves the 
_average South Dakota wage rate of $1.80. Some with few or no oppor-
tunities for additional employment might accept less, and others with 
good alternatives might demand more. Therefore, alternative wage 
rates for feedlot operators were considered. 
Also research has sho'tm that feed efficiency improvement for 
cattle in confinement can exceed -or fall short of five per cent as 
assumed in Chapter III and IV. Iowa Beef Processor 1 s of Dakota City, 
Nebraska experienced feed efficiency improvement as high as 14 per cent 
for confinement fed cattle and costs per pound of gain were 42 per cent 
1 f f . 1 . d . d 
1 
ess or con ~nement catt e 1n one stu y per1o • Iowa State Univer-
sity experiments at Newell, Iotva also showed a savings of as high as 
15 per c ent for feed cost s in total confinement over an open lot grvup 
of cattle.2 Feed cost savings and feed efficiencies have also been 
less than five per cent at these locations and at Morris, Minnesota 
research trials. 3 Therefore, other possible feed efficiency figures 
should be considered. 
The computerized synthetic budget model which was developed 
made it possible to perform analysis of alternatives at a low cost 
and with an acceptable amount of additional work by the researcher. 
!Frankl and Masch, op. cit., P• 3. 
2Self and Hoffman, op. cit., P• 12. 
3smith and others, op. cit., P• 11. 
Also, many further iterations on other alternatives in assumptions 
are feasible but were considered unnecessary when considering the 
scope of the study. 
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Thi.s section of the research involved formulation of alterna-
tive assumptions for wage rates for all lots and feed efficiency im-
provements for confinement lots. Next1 a method for analysis ·· of _the 
alternatives 'tvas devised and finally the actual investigation of the 
results was presented. 
Procedure for Analysis 
The alternat ives for feed1ot wage rates and. feed efficiency im-
provements were limited to six each. One of the alternatives in each 
case was the same as the assumptions set in Chapter III and analyzed 
in Chapter IV. It should be stressed that the change in feed ef-
ficiency improvements affects only the feed costs of the environmental 
barns and not the feed costs of the open lots since it is used as the 
basis for the change and is constant for all open ·lots . The w·age rate 
changes influence both sizes and types of lots' non-feed -costs and, 
therefore, revenues. 
The different 'tvage rates considered were $1.70, $1.80, $1.90, 
$2.00, $2.25, and $2.50 per hour. The hourly labor expenses are then 
multiples of each wage rate, and a constant coefficient to allow for 
social security, retirement allowances, health and disability cover-
age, and inflation--1.421. (See page 38 for labor costs estimations.) 
The h · t for the lots are the same as those set in the our requ1remen s · 
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initial assumptions. 
The six alternative feed efficiency improvements were set at 
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 per cent for the confinement l ot oper-
ations. The various confinement feed costs would then equal one, minus 
the feed efficiency improvement , times the open lots' feed _costs of 
$117.00 per animal unit. For example, at a 2.5 per cent improvement 
the confinement lot feed costs would be (1 - .025) x $117.00 or $114.08 
per animal unit. 
With the twelve alternatives in feed efficiency improvements 
and wage rates, along with two types and four different sizes of feed-
lots, a large number of distinctive results are possible . These 
amount to 24 different calculations for the open lots since feed ef-
ficiency changes ·did not affect the cardinal results of the opera-
tions and only the relative position in comparison to environmental 
barns. Distinctive results on confinement barns number 144 for a 
total 168 different alternatives for open lot and confinement feedlots. 
Not all the results will appear in the text due to the large 
number of possibilities. for analysis. However, all the results are 
listed in the appendix should further _information be desired in gen-
eral or in reoard to statements that will follow in the text. 
0 
The ·documentary method used to discuss the effects of some of 
the alternatives involved the follo~rlng procedure. First, the re-
sults were discussed within the appropriate sizes of feedlots. Then 
under the general heading of feedlot sizes, some of the alternative 
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economic results and consequences were discussed with respect to open 
and confined feedlo ts. 
PARTIAL ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE HAGE RATES AND FEED 
EFFICIENCIES' EFFECT ON FEEDLOT ECONOHICS 
The 'tvage rate and feed efficiency changes' effect on the total 
feed and non-feed costs, return to management and/or ownership per 
animal unit and per year, and return on investment '\;.Jere the primary re-
lationships considered in the following section. Although the analysis 
rests on the data in Appendix B, it should not be necessary to constantly 
refer to them during the discussions. 
As was expected, the feedlot returns and expenses 'tvere highly 
sensitive to both wage rate and feed efficiency changes. Furthermore, 
there 'tvere large changes in the relative profitability of open lots 
and confined feedin g facilities when these changes were considered. 
100-Animal-Unit Feedlots 
The 100-animal-unit lots 't·Tere nonnally not profitable operations 
when the changes were made within the ran~s considered. This is es-
pecially true when considering the 100-animal-unit open lots. Even with 
the wage rate at $1.70 the lot showed a loss of $8.31 per head, and When 
wage rates 'tvere set at $2.50 the losses climbed to $12.27 per A. U • . 
The 100-animal-unit confinement lots did sho't.J positive returns 
on 27 of the 36 possible 'tvage rate-feed efficiency combinations. 
Unless wage rates belo'-1 $2.00 per hour are considered, the environ-
mental facility would have to promote cattle to fatten greater than 
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five per cent more economically than open lot s to sho'tv a positive re-
.turn to the manager or owner. However, f or the basic assumptions of 
the study, a w·age rate at $1.70 per hour and feed e f ficiency improve- · 
ment of 15 per c ent , the lot shmved an annual return on total invest~ 
ment of 6.5 per c ent for $2,454 annual retur n. These are the results 
of the optimum condit ions considered. 
300-Animal- Unit Feedlots 
For this s ize of lot all the facilities exhi b i ted expenses lv.lth-
in the value of t he assumed gross margins. Thus positive returns were 
developed. In general, the open lots exhibited highe r returns on in-
vestments, but t he value of absolute costs, i.e. returns, 'tvere , com-
petitive be t 't\Teen open lots and confinement feeding . 
The on$equence~ of the different open lo~ operat i ng wa ge rates 
provided a decr ease of over $1,600 in annual return when consideri ng 
wage rate increases from $1.70 to $2. 50. The rates yielded annual in-
comes of $11,119 and $9,487, respectively, for a 15 per cent de crease in 
annual return a s a result of the 47 per cent increase in wages. The 
incremental effec t of a 10 cent increase in wages were : (1) an approximate 
decrease of $200 in annual income, (2)- four tenths of one per cent de-
cr·ease of annual r eturn on total investment, and (3) an increase of $. 34 
in A. U. non-feed costs. To further indicate the sensitivity of operations 
to the $.10 wage r ate change, the $.34 fluctuation in labor expenses (non-
feed cost s) was 5. 5 per cent of the original $6.14 labor expenses of 
basic 300-animal-unit lot in the previous chapter . 
The confinement operation's additional changes to the \vage rat e, . 
feed efficiency improvement percentages, provides .36 different pro-
fitable possibilities, and of these only sorne of the alternatives 
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were considered. Hith the criteria of animal unit expenses and reve-
nues, the operations of any 300 A. u. open lot 'rere equaled by confine-
ment feedlot operations at all levels of feed efficiency greater than 
or equal to 7.5 per cent except at 7.5 per cent feed efficiency and 
$2.25 and $2.50 wage rates. 
However, no confinement systems developed as high a return. on 
investment as comparable wage rate open lots until feed efficiency im-
provements reached 15 per cent. Near equality was attained at . l2.5 
per cent feed efficiency improvement. 
The economic sensitivity of the confinement operations to changes 
in feed· efficiencies was illustrated by the following facts. Each 2.5 
per cent increase in feed efficiency caused a $2.93 ($117.00 x .025) 
decrease in feed costs and total costs per animal unit, a $1,746 in-
crease in annual returns and a 2.4 per cent increase in annual return 
on investment for the same wage rate. The annual return increase of 
$1,746 represent s 17.3 per cent of the $10,093 return produced by the 
original environmental barn described in Chapter IV. 
The economic responses to wage rate changes for environmental 
barns was, like the open lots, dependent on the labor requirements and 
cost coefficient s set in previous material. · A $.10 increase in wage 
rates only increased animal unit labor charges $.26 as compared to 
$.34 for the 300 A. u. open lot since labor requirements are not as 
great for cattle fed L~side. The $.26 changed annual income by about 
$250 for the 300 A. U. barns. 
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The $250 change in income from wage rate changes, when colilbined 
t·rith the feed efficiency monetary change of $1,746 per 2.5 p~r cent 
increase in feed use by anL~als, yields an annual return net li1crease 
of $1,496. The approximate $1,500 increase for each $.10 increase of 
wages and 2.5 per cent increase of feed efficiency explains why the 
confinement facilities become competitive with open lots if feed effi-
ciencies are increased while wages are increased. Hhen "tvages are in-
creased the only effect on open lots is to lower returns through in-
creased expenses. 
500-Animal-unit Feedlots 
The economic implications on 500-animal-unit open lots, when 
wage rates are changed, are diminished from those of the 300 A. u.· 
lots. The labor requirements .are lessened; therefore, the effect on . 
animal unit figures were lessened. Hmvever, the multiple effect of 
more cattle did creat e larger changes in annual revenues. For the 
sao-capacity open lots, the $.10 wage rate increment did modify animal 
unit total and labor expenses by $.28. The change decreased annual 
returns by about $280 and varied annual return on investment by four 
tenths of one per cent. The $280 variation in annual return is 1.2 per 
cent of the annual return of the $1.80 wage rate feed lot, the $.28 
change in labor costs is 5.5 per cent of the similar lots labor costs. 
Under some of the alternatives considered, the open lots again 
tvere less profitable or more expensive than the confinement systems. At 
conditions less expensive than a $2.00 wage rate and a 7.5 per cent 
improvement in feed utilization, the confinement lots show: greater 
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production inc ent ives of loHer expenses, t hus grea ter r e turns. HoH-
ever , per c ent r eturn on investment was not equate d under any con-
ditions considered . 
The v1age rate impact on aninal unit expenses and revenues was 
less than tho se on smaller, previously mentioned confinern~nt lots. 
The animal unit expenses v7ere changed by about $~21 for the 500-capa-
city barn, only .1 of one per cent of the total f eed and non-feed animal 
unit costs at $1. 80-5 per cent wage rate-feed efficiency combination. 
That small per centage changed annual revenues about $210 and return on 
investment by · . 2 of a per cent. Economies of scale lessened the im-
pact of the modifications in 'tvage rates. 
rhe . response to feed efficiency changes in conf inement oper-
ations ~¥ere t he same as in previous analysis on a per an imal bas is. 
Each 2.5 per c ent change reduced animal unit feed cost s , aggregate 
costs, and r evenues by $2.93. Yet, the annual revenue was inflated by 
about $2,900 because of the additional cattle marketed each year. 
Thi s is .14 per cent of the annual return for t he fundamental SOD-
capacity feedlot--the type analyzed in Chapter IV. 
Since economies of scale with ~egard to labor r e qu irements exist, 
t he combined effect of increased feed efficiency and wage rates yields 
a higher annua l unit increase in revenues than previous confinement fed 
cattle. Hence the confinement facilities of 500-anL~al-units were J 
more sensitive to feed efficiency changes in relation t o 't'lage changes 
t han smaller confinement operations. 
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1,000-Animal-Unit Feedlots 
The fundamental 1,000-capacity open lot considered in the pre-
vious chapter showed the highest return on investment and animal unit 
return of any system. The former is still true regardless of the \vage 
·rate, al~hough exceptions exist for the latter . A $.10 wage rate vari-
ance did result in a $.24 animal unit change in . expenses 'tvhich modified 
annual return by about $480. The $.24 is only .15 of one per cent of 
animal unit costs for the basic 1,000 capacity open lot and ·the $480 . 
is only .85 of one per cent of the annual return. At these conditions 
farmers could pay labor higher rates for feedlot work than they could 
in smaller lots and not have a large effect on unit .costs. 
Tll.e $.10 \vage rate change influenced A. U. labor costs and, 
therefore , expenses 'vere about $.19 for the confinement barn, \vhich 
changed annual revenues by about $380. The amounts are 5.7, .1, and 
.9 per cent of respect ive categories. The sensitivity is diminished 
because of declining labor requirements per animal _ unit of production. 
·Again certain combinations of wage rates and feed efficiencies 
promoted confinement feeding to a level of competitiveness \vith open 
lots on the basis of expenses. The total non-feed and feed costs are 
equal or less for cattle fed inside when feed efficiency improvement 
equals 10 per cent ~ or more. This is the highest feed efficiency re-
quirerrent needed so far to equate the operating expenses between open 
lot and confinement feeding. Open lots have either increased or main-
tained their advantage as size increases and the latter fact is the 
reason for the high feed use improvement needed to bring about _ equality. 
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Concluding Remarks 
The wage rate caused decreasing amounts of $.49, $.34, $.28, 
and $.24 influence on labor, non-feed, and total expenses for the four 
sizes of open lots of 100, 300, 500, and 1,000-animal-unit capacity--
a condition attributable to the economy of labor requirements with in-
creased sizes. Also the decreased impact caused annual returns to vary 
5.6, 1.9, 1.2, and .9 per cent and indicated that small lots which face 
smaller profit margins could more rapidly change from productive to 
non-productive operations as labor rates fluctuated than could the 
larger lots operating under the same margins. 
For confinement the $.10 Hage r ate change varied labor, non-feed, 
and total expenses by $.28, $.26, $.22, and $.19 since they are not as 
labor intensive as open lots. The annual revenues were changed $56, 
$216, $220, and $380 which are 82.3, 2.1, 1.1, and 0.8 per cent of the 
base lots' annual return to management and/or mJnership. 
Alternat ives "t-Tere experienced at all levels of production where 
confinement produced as great as returns as open lots, but at the 1,000 
unit level no alternatives matched the open lots' return on investment. 
At higher wage rates the confinement facilities were more competitive 
because of their lo\ver wage requirements. 
If the reader 'tvho 'trould like exact values for various alternatives 
he may refer to Appendix B. Also, all the previous figures and comments 
resulted from the Appendix tables or the base feedlot operations which 
are discussed in the previous chapter. Some of the base feedlot values 
appear in the Appendix tables. The open lots with $1.80 'tvage rate and 
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the confinement figures at this wage rate and 5 per cent feed efficiency 
are base conditions. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF FEEDER CATTLE MARY...ETING BY 
SOUTH DAKarA BEEF CATTLE PRODUCERS 
INTRODUCTION 
\fuen a cattle feeder is maintaining an -operation at full c~pa­
city he usually purchases feeder cattle more than onc.e a year~ while 
feedstuffs need only be harvested or bought once a year or during one 
season. If a feeder buys his cattle in an area where feeder cattle 
are available in large numbers only once a year , he experiences dif-
ficulties in maintaining full capacity operations at a profitable level 
of production throughout the year. 
It was hypothesized that South Dakota's feeder cattle may be 
available unevenly during the year and that large numbers are sold 
during the fall marketing season. If so, the hypothesis could help 
explain the undeveloped potential for cattle feeding in the state. If 
not so, · there would be an added incentive to produce more slaughter 
cattle in South Dakota as far as feeder cattle supplies are concerned. 
To test the hypothesis it then became necessary to collect and 
analyze data on feeder cattle marketing for the state. Since histori-
cal data were not available in time series, accepted statistical meth-
ods of linear regression or curve fitting could not be used to deter~ 
mine trends of feeder cattle marketing in the state. The lack of 
feeder cattle marketing data arises from characteristics of the rnar-
l~ting environment. A farmer has three alternative means · of marketing 
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available to him. He can sell privately, at local livestock auctions, 
or at public stockyards. The first t¥TO alternatives can not or do not 
lend themselves easily to complete record keeping and reporting of 
marketings. The third alternative, public stockyards, represents the 
smallest means of feeder cattle marketings for South· Dakota. Should 
public stockyard data be used, the fact that the only South Dakota pub-
lie stockyard is in Sioux Falls·· may add a location bias to marketing 
implications for the state. Therefore, an independent procedure was 
·developed and data were collected which elucidated the characteristics 
of feeder cattle marketing in the state. 
PROCEDURE OF DATA COLLECTION 
It was decid ed , given the amount of resources available for the 
research, the best alternative for acquiring the data desired on cattle 
operations in South Dakota would be a mail survey of farmers . The sur-
vey completed met the requirements set forth by John B. _Lansing and 
James N. Horgan. Their requirements are that a survey could produce 
· some important benefits, could . be completed at a reasonable cost, and 
1 
had some chance of being financed. 
The survey sample consisted of randomly selected farmers in nine 
counties throughout the state, one county from each crop _reporting 
lsohn B. Lansing and James N. Horgan, Economic Survey Methods 
(Ann Arbor: University of Hichigan Presst 1971), P· 11. 
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district in the state. Most of the counties were centrally located 
'tdthin each district, however, three exceptions existed. The excep-
tions were: Corson in District I, Stanley in District 4, and Bennett 
in District 7; originated from the method of obtaining the mailing 
addresses of farmers in the counties. The addresses were procured 
from the county directories. In Districts 1 and 4, the directories 
were published only for the counties of Corson and Stanley, respectively. 
In District 7 no directories were available and a mailing list was 
.procured from the Bennett county agent , Gary Nies. Bennett County was 
chosen because the other counties in District 7 consisted mainly of 
Indian reservations or national forests. 
The survey questionnaires were mailed to every eighth addressee 
in the respective county directories, or 12.5 per cent of the sample 
county's faru.tf!I."s and ranchers. The sample size Has selected on the basis 
of a projected cold-list3 return of between 15 and 20 per cent. The size 
of the sample which actually returned questionnaires 't..ras p·roj ected to 
be about 2 per cent of the sample county population. A questionnaire, 
cover letter, and return envelope were mailed to 733 rural residents 
out .of a total number of about 5,800 farm resident s in the nine counties. 
The ques tionnaire, along with a copy of the cover letter, appear 
in Appendix c. The questionnaire 't..ras devised to include only feeder 
2south Dako ta Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, South Dakota 
Agriculture-1972 , Hay 1973, preface. 
3A cold-list is a mailing list that has never been tested before. 
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cattle and cattle on feed as of November 1, 1973 . Cattle on feed for 
slaught er 't-7er e included in the questionnaire to make classification 
of the f armers' inventories more complete and to a llow a current anal-
ysis of f armers' feeding operations in South Dako ta. Farmers were re-
quested to exclude dairy cattle for milking pur poses, beef cotvs and 
replacement s , bulls and bull replacements , and calves raised for 
breeding purposes. They were requ~sted to include s teers of dairy 
breeding and .crosses. 
The main elements of . the questionnaire were feeder and fat 
cattle inventories, sources, and intended distributions • . The three 
elements we r e, furthermore, categorized by types of cattle; calves 0 
to 400 pounds, 400 to 7 50 pound feeders, feeders weighing more than 
750 pounds, cattle on feed fQr slaughter below 750 pounds and over 
750 pounds. Cattle sources were subdivided into cattle raised and 
bought while intended distributions were classified .by predicted sel-
ling period, selling type, and method of feeding ~or f a t cattle as 
the appendix figure shows. 
INTEP~RETATION OF SURVEY DATA 
Four weeks after the questionnaires were mailed, the data from 
the returned questionnaires 'tvere compiled and analyzed. There were 
152 acceptable returns for a return of 21 per cent. No follo'tl-up on 
the survey was undertaken. The survey responses provided da ta on 
13,571 head of feeder cattle and cattle on feed f or s l a ughter. 
For a pictorial depiction of the counties and c r op r eporting 
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districts surveyed, refer to Figure VI-1 on p~ge 78. The figure also 
shows seasonal feeder cattle marketing for the sampled crop reporting 
districts and count i es of the state. 
Survey Results--State 
rhe 13, 571 head of livestock were classified under the three 
categories of the survey: present inventory, source, and intended dis-
tribution. 
The P.resent inventories were composed mainly of feeder cattle 
as would be predicted in a state that is a feeder cattle exporter. The 
total inventories included 10,931 feeder cattle or 80.5 per cent of the 
total inventory. Of the feeder cattle, 74 per cent (actual. number, 
8,095) were calves 400 pounds or less. Of the total inventory, 59.6 
per cent 't-Ter e calves . Feeders 400 to 750 pounds numbered 2,646, \.,hi.ch 
was 2L•.2 per cent of t he feeder cattle on hand and 19.5 per cent of the 
total inventory. A very small amount of heavy feeders were recorded, 
1.8 per cent of fe eders weighed over 750 pounds • . The figure supports 
the trend of feeder raisers or speculators not holding a great number 
of heavy feeders. The fat cattle surveyed included only 2,640 head, : · 
19.5 per cent of the total inventory. There were about as many light 
cattle on feed (45.1 per cent) as heavy cattle over 750 .pounds on feed 
(54.9 per cent). 
Most of the bovines sanpled had been raised by the survey res-
pondents. Farmers surveyed raised 74.9 per cent of the total i...~ventory. 
Farmers in South Dakota purchase fet.r feeder cattle, as the November 
survey sho~ved 87.6 per cent of the feeder cattle on the sampled farms 
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were raised . However, only 23.3 per cent of the fat cattle -.;vere rais ed. 
The most important category of the sur vey '"as the listing of 
intended cattle distributions by the cat tle owners. There ,vere also 
six sub-d ivi sions of the intended distribution category: 1973 sale of 
calves, 1973 sale of yearlings, 1974 winter or spring sale of 600 to 
750 pound feeders, 1974 sale of yearlings , fa t cattle fed on own farm, 
and fat ca t tle custom fed. 
The winter or spring sale of 600 to 750 pound feed ers was in-
eluded to measure the trend of backgrounded cattl e being marketed. 
Cattle backgrounding involves weaned calves kept through roost, if not 
all, of the winter months that gain bet't-leen 1.5 t o 2.0 pounds per day 
and are sold at a weight of between 600 to 750 pounds. Backgrounding, 
compared t o wintering, includes higher gains, winter or spring sale 
4 
lots ins t ead of summer pasturing. 
The marketing operations of cattle producers could be analyzed 
with the samples acquired. For the state, the survey respondents 
stated they intended to sell 10,132 feeder cattle . Of the number, 53.9 
per cent wer e to be sold in the 1974 winter or spring. · The remaining 
46.1 per cent would be sold in the fall, "t-Tith 18.4 per cent sold as 
calves in the fall of 197 3, 7. 5 per cent '\vere marketed as yearlings in · 
1973, and the remaining 19.9 per cent would be sold as yearlings in t he 
4Statement by Dr. Hallace Aanderud, South Dakota St ate Univer sity 
Extension Economist, personal intervietv, Brookings, South Dakota , 
October 2, 1973 . 
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Figure VI-1: Seasonal Marketings for Feeder Cattle in the Sampled Crop Reporting Districts 
and Counties of South Dakota 
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fall of 1974. 
The intended distribution of fat cattle was not requested on 
the basis of time of marketing, but on whether or not the cattle were 
farm fed or custom fed. Of the fat cattle represented. the vast 
majority, 90.6 per cent, were fed on the respondent's farm. 
Survey Results--Sample Counties (Crop Reporting Districts) 
f • 
The survey implied large variations in livestock producer's 
operations in different areas of South Dakota. 
In Corson County, located in the Northwest Crop Reporting Dis-
trict (C.R.D.), the inventory 'tvas composed of calves to a great extent. 
About ninety (87.8) per cent of the inventory returns were calves. 
Feeders comprised 93.7 per cent of the total surveyed inventory and 
6.3 per cent of the cattle were on feed for slaughter . In this north-
west section 93.4 per cent of the cattle came from sampled farmers' cow 
herds although none of the sample fat cattle were raised. The intended 
distribution of feeders was as follo't-15: 1973 sale of calves, 30.4 per 
cent; winter or spring sale at 600 to 750 pounds, 38.2 per cent; and 
1974 sale of yearlings, 31.4 per cent. There were no sampled· year-
lings for the 1973 fall sale in Corson County. All the sampled fat 
cattle were farm fed as opposed to custom fed. 
Edmunds County livestock producers shm·1ed the greatest amount 
of inventory diversification of the counties sampled. The inventory 
samples consisted of 62.3 per cent feeder cattle and 37.7 per cent fat 
cattle. Host (97.6 per cent) of the cattle on feed as of the November 
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1, 1973 survey in Edmonds County ,.,ere below 750 pounds. The predom-
inant source of the sanple cattle was again the· respondents farm co"tv 
herds. However, there \vas a strong trend to purchase feedlot cattle 
as sho\-ln by the fact that 90.4 per cent of the cattle on feed were 
purchased. The intended feeder cattle distribution of the sample in 
the North Central C.R.D. showed 79.2 per cent of the feeders would .be 
sold in the 1974 winter or spring. Again, all the sampled fat cattle 
were being fed on the sampled farms. 
Feeders accounted for 98.6 per cent of the sample cattle inven-
tory in the northeast South Dakota area of Codington County, and 65 per 
cent were calves. Of the inventory, 61.2 per cent w·ere bought. In-
tended feeder cattle marketings portrayed the following relative weights: 
1973 sale of calves, 13.2 per cent; 1973 sale of yearlings, 18.5 per 
cent; winter or spring sale, 54.6 per cent; and 1974 sale of yearlings, 
13.4 per cent. 
The Stanley County sample inventory included 83.3 per cent 
feeder cattle, 52.3 per cent calves, and 30.9 per cent feeders between 
·400 and 750 pounds. In the county, most of the cattle, (63.9 per cent), 
were raised by the current sampled owner. The comparative importance 
of intended feeder cattle distribution was: 1973 fall sale of calves, 
12.6 per cent; 1973 fall sale of yearlings, 21.8 per cent; 1974 't-Tinter 
or spring sale, 44.4 per cent; and 1974 fall sale of yearlings, 21.1 
per cent. Cattle on feed accounted for 16.7 per cent of the sampled 
inventory and all of them Here bought and custom fed. 
The sample inventory of Hyde County (Central C.R.D.) was 
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entirely feeder cattle of two classes . Calves made up 79.9 per cent 
and feeders 400 pounds to 750 pounds formed the remaini~g 20.1 per 
cent. Of these feeders, 88.3 per cent were projected for 1974 spring 
and winter sale, the remainder being sold as calves in 1973. 
In the East Central C.R.D. sample 71.3 per cent of the inven-
tory t-lere cattle on feed. Lake County inventory showed the highest · 
percentage of fat cattle feeding of the counties surveyed. The feeders 
were distributed between all three categories; 19.3 per cent calves, 
4.2 per cent 400 tO 750 pounders, and 5.2 per cent heavy feeders. A 
large proportion (75.4 per cent) of cattle were purchased by the sam-
pled farmers in the district. Of the 360 feeders inventory sampled, 
49.7 per cent were again destined for winter or spring sale at 600 to 
750 pounds; 8.0 per cent, 1973 fall sale of calves; 24.4 per cent, 
1973 fall sale of yearlings; and 11.9 per cent, fall sale of year-
lings in 1974 . The predominant trend of feeding on the farm was evi-
dent in Lake County, as all of the relevant cattle t-Tere fed by this 
method. 
Bennett County results indicated 99.4 per cent of the pertinent 
cattle in possession were feeder cattle and 70.8 per cent were calves. 
About 93 per cent of the feeders were raised by the current owners. 
The distributions of feeder cattle were projected as follows: 1973 
fall sale of calves, 20.0 per cent; 1974 t-linter and spring sale, 42.5 
per cent; and 1974 fall sale of yearlings, 37.5 per cent. No cattle 
were being custom fed in the Southwest C.R.D. sample. 
In Tripp County 59.6 per cent of the cattle ~vere calves, 13.8 
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per cent were feeders 400 to 750 pounds , and 5.2 per cent lvere heavy 
feeders over 750 pounds, or in summation 78.6 per cent of the cattle 
sampled were feed ers . Also, 21 .4 per cent o the cat·tle were fat 
cattle and mainly cattle over 750 pounds . Current Olvner raised cattle 
represented 82.1 per cent of the sample . In the South Central region, 
32.1 .per cent of the farmers ,.,ere undecided as to their feeder cattle 
distribution. This was shown by their having no definite distribution 
projection. lbe remaining feeder cattle distributions \vere: 36.0 
per cent, 1973 fall sale of calves; 15.0 per cent, 1973 fall sale of 
yearlings; 31 .• 8 per cent, 1974 winter or spring sale; and 17.0 per 
cent, 1974 fall sale of yearlings. 
In the ninth county surveyed, Hutchinson in the Southeast C.R.D., 
75.1 per cent of the ·nven o~ies were feeder cattlee Of the feeder 
cattle, calves consisted of 85.4 per cent. Cattle on feed made up 
24.9 per cent of the relative inventory. In Hutchinson, 92.3 per cent 
of the cattle were raised by the current proprietor. The intended 
distributions of the feeder cattle were: 1973 fall sale of calves, 
17.9 per cent; 1973 fall sale of yearlings, 1.9 per cent; and 1974 
winter or spring sale, 80.0 per cent~ 
The sample counties (i.e. districts) sho~red a high variability 
of operations on farms in the state. :t-fany of these were logical and/ 
or predictable and they provided for informative interpretation and 
analysis. 
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IHPLICATIONS OF SURVEY 
The survey yielded a total number of 10,132 cattle to be sold 
as feeders. Of these, 53.9 per cent were to be sold in the Hinter or 
spring at 600 to 750 pounds, and 46.1 per cent were to be sold in the 
fall either as calves or yearlings. This, along with previous re-
search, unplies that under present condit ions a feeder could purchase 
feeder cattle in substantial numbers and purchase them at more than 
one time in the year. Assuming both the spring-winter sale period 
and the fall sale period run about three months each, the feeder can 
secure cattle during two three-month periods of the year. This should 
be a flexible enough market for farmers or operators of feedlots ~~ho, 
on the average, marke t tt<~o lots of cattle a year and do not continually 
sell and purchase cattle for · their feeding operations. 
It has been contended by some that cattle feeding may not be 
most farmers "bag". The thought is that commercial feedlots may rep-
resent the coming means of development for feeding in South Dakota.
5 
This farmer survey tvould support such a contention. In the sample, 
almost 80 per cent of the cattle inventories t.rere to leave the farm 
as feeders to be fed, presumably, by· someone else. Some of the feeders 
were bought by fellow farmers to be sold as heavy feeders or fat 
cattle, but f armers surveyed, at the most, bought only an amount equal 
to 17 per cent of the feeders sold. The remaining 83 per cent of the 
5R R "South Dakota. • .Long on Feed and Cattle; Short on on oss, 
E ' N th Dakota 
South Dakota editio. n, November xperience,' The Farmer, or -
3, 1973, p. 10. 
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feeders sold, then, \vere either f ed by commercial feedlots or fed out-
of-state. Assuming 50 per cent of the feeders leave the state 
' 
and farmers buy and feed out 17 per cent, then South Dakota commercial 
feedlots may buy 33 per cent of the feeders sold by South Dakota 
farmers. In other words, not only lrlll commercial feedlots possibly 
provide developments f or livestoc k feeding in the future, they could 
be the principal f eeders in th~ state now feeding two-thirds of the 
South Dakota feeders sold and fed in South Dakota. 
Some rather predictable r esults are also indicated by the sur-
vey. First, most of the feeding of fat cattle by South Dakota farmers 
is done in the eastern and southern sections of the state where feed 
grains are more prevalent. Secondly, Sout h Dakota farmers do very 
little buying of feeder cattle to re-sell as heavier feeder cattle 
as shown by the fact that 8/ per cent of the f eeder cattle of this 
sample were raised by present otmer s . Finally, farmers have very few 
of their own cattle custom fed as 91 per cent of the cattle on feed 
were being fed on the farmers ovm far ms . 
CHAPTER VII 
SUHHARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IHPLI CATIONS 
SUHMARY 
South Dakota, as a whole i s an export er of two important inputs 
for feeding cattle, feed grains and f eeder ca ttle . If th~se two ex-
ports could be combined to produce .more s laught er cattle within the 
state, it 'tvould mean a substantial increase in income for the state. 
The general st imulant for this study 'tvas to help provide some coor-
dinated knowledge to stimulate more cattle feeding within the state, 
or a t l east help explain why the seemingly added potent i al for feeding _ 
cattle exists, and whether it might be exploited . 
The study has emphasized that ther e are additional factors in-
volved i n feed ing cattle other than the amounts of f e ed and f eeder 
ca ttle i n a n area. T-cvo of these addit ional factors provided t he spe-
cific r esearch topics in w·hich ne-co~ knowledge and information could be 
advantageous to South Dakota. The ttvo factors are the fe edlot systems 
or envir onment and the seasonality o f feeder cattle supply for the 
state. 
Study of t he first factor , feedlo t system or environment, fo~ 
cussed on a particular pr oblen of determining tvhether total confine-
ment fe edlot s can provide an economically feasible alternative for 
farm feedlot s. Suc h sys tems could help farmers maintain st eady gains 
through the \nnter months and periods of intense summer heat . 
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Consequently, the problem of what size, if any, 'vould confinement feed-
lots be feasible also required investigation. 
To determine the feasibility of confinement operations, basic 
requirements and assunptions 'vere made on running both open lot and 
confinement cattle feedlots for the four sizes of farm feedlots. Then 
a synthetic computeriz ed budget model was created to test the validity 
of confinement feeding alternatives . This process provided flexi-
bility 'vhich ,.,as utilized to test the impact of various ·Hage rates and 
feed efficiency improvements on open lots and confinement lots and, 
hence, comparative advantages and disadvantages of various types and 
sizes of feedlots. 
Related to the seasonal availability of feeder cattle, the sec-
. ond specific problem t.;as to determine the degree to '\·7hich types of 
feeder cattle marketing practices exist within the state. It was hyr 
pothesized that a season marketing of feeder cattle could partially ex-
plain the lack of growth of cattle feeding in the . state or provide 
another incentive for the business. 
To investigate marketing practices followed by feeder cattle 
producers in the state, a mail surv~y of farmers in the state was 
initiated. Statements produced on South Dakota marketing of feeder 
cattle were a result of the returns and data obtained from the survey. 
CONCLUSIONS 
llith regard to feedlot types and sizes, and the basic as-
sumptions of Chapter III it was concluded that open lot operations 
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generally h~ve an advantage over environmental barns. For the 100-
animal-unit size, the confinement facility did produce econonic advan-
tages for the sole exception to the general statement. The criteria 
for this conclusion were feedlot expenses, return to management and/or 
ownership, and return . on investment. 
In Chapter V, alt.ernative assumptions on wage rate and feed 
efficiency improvements were analy~ed \vithin the budget model. The 
results of the optional assumptions showed the initial findings were 
sensitive to the variables. The impact of the six alternative wage 
rates and feed efficiency improvements was stressed by the fact that, 
under comb inations of the assumptions with higher wage rates or greater 
feeding efficiency the confinement lots frequently did become compet-
itive, based on the expenses and returns of the lots. 
The conclusion arrived at on marketing of feeder cattle in 
South Dakota was that, feeder cattle producers do distribute feeder 
cattle annually during a large number of months at significant numbers. 
Of the feeder cattle surveyed, 54 per cent were to be marketed in the 
. early ·spring and late winter and 46 per cent in . the fall . Therefore, 
the seasonal availability of feeder cattle should not be a major de-
terent to feeding cattle in South Dakota. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Implications of the Research 
The completed research has found the considered feedlot oper-
atl·ons h t "stic thought to exist for ·such ac-consistent ,.n.th a c arac er~ 
tivities, specifically, that larger feedlots are wore efficient. !1ore 
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efficient means that average total costs of production decrease as 
the size of the feedlot is increased . The condition is referred to 
as economies of scale or increasing returns to scale. 1 The considered 
synthetic feedlots all exhibited the condition. 
From a theoretical point of view, the previous condition i~ 
plies that a feedlot operator should expand production. Furthe-rmore , 
~ 
the operator should at least expand production until average total 
costs are minimized. }!eeting this requirement will put the producer 
at the minimum level of production for his normal short-run profit 
2 range, if the price of beef cattle is above his average total cost. 
If the price is below his average total cost, he -can produce for a 
short period of time but vTill not be covering fixed costs and he . 
should consider terminating production if a price increase is not 
foreseen in the near future. 
Decreasing average total costs of the research conducted, sug-
gests that cattle feeding by farmers with lots of .1, 000-animal-units 
or head capacity is not the most efficient means of producing slaugh-
ter cattle in South Dakota. It also suggests that, although farmers 
may experience per head profits, lar~er lots would yield larger per 
head profits and in periods of losses, larger lots \vould experience 
smaller per head losses. 
lJoan Robinson, The Economics ·of Imperfect ·Gompetit::ion, 2nd 
edition . (Nelv York: St. Hartin's, 1969), PP• 333-335. 
2Richard A. Bilas, Hicroeconomic Theory.: A Graphical ·Analysis, 
(New York: HcGraw-Hil1, 1967), PP• 160-165. 
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Furthermore, · t he analysis suggests that production cost con-
ditions provide a stimulant for the development of commercial feedlots 
in South Dakota or explain uhy some ne'tv or revamped feedlots in South 
Dakota are of a size greater t han 1,000-animal units. 
The survey conducted by the author indicates that commercial , 
not farm feedlots , a re the prominent cattle feeders in the state. De-
creasing costs pr ovide some further l ogic to support the implication 
made earlier in the text that , two-thi r ds of the cattle fed in South 
Dakota may be f ed in commercial lots . 
Yet, feedin g cattle in small farm lots is still an acceptable 
practice if certain conditions exist , such as : (1) excess feedstuffs · 
are in storage or available at the farm, (2) a farmer raises his own 
feeder cattle, (3) ca ttle feeding is experiencing a general profitable 
period, and (4) s easonal pe riods of decreased labor requirements for 
other enterprise exist which might allotv cat tle feeding during the win-
ter months. 
Implications fo r Further Research 
The synthetic budget method devel oped to research the probl.ems of 
the study is flexible and , t herefore; appl i cable to other problems •. 
First, budget iterations can be made to determine the sensitivity to 
such items as feed costs, feeder costs, depreciation, and investment 
requirements to determine profitability levels for the various sizes 
and types of l ots . s econd, t he pos sibility of adapting this budge t to 
a t 
· m t o assist cattle feeders in determining costs and n ex ens1on pro gr a 
revenues w·ould be a possibility fo r more study • 
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Some study needs to be initiated to evaluate the secondary 
benefits of feeding cattle in confinement. The possible benefits 
include better working conditions, better cattle appearance for mar-
keting, and more predictable rate of gain. An economic procedure to 
evaluate the significance of the secondary benefits could provide 
more justification for conflitement feeding in South Dakota if they 
prove to be substantial. 
Also, it is possible that a feeder could use a mixture of 
open lots and environmental barns for an efficient feeding system, 
especially if light feeder cattle are put on feed. The cattle could 
be fed up to about 800 pounds and put in confinement for finishing. 
Such a s~st em might create management problems in the allocation of 
cattle to lots, marketing of the fat cattle, and purchasing the proper 
weight and type of feeder cattle at the proper tim~. · 
Finally, biological and physical sciences should initiate more 
research in determining feasible uses of animal wa~te. About the 
only practical use now is a fertilizer substitute. One possible use 
is as a rougha ge replacement to feed to cattle. Some research has 
been accomplished in this area but f~w of the results or procedures 
are applicable to feedlot situations in South Dakota. 
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APPENDIX A 
COHPUTERIZED SYNTHETIC BUDGET PROGRAN 
. ( 
C DA~F7107 71 072638 ,'0LSO ~ •,MSGLEVEL=l 
c 
c 
CH'Et\SIC~ X(2,4, 16), ICAP{4) 
1 F CRt-' AT ( 1 1 1 , 2 4 X , I '' t 1 X , 1 AN 1 ~ /\ l UN I T FEE 0 l 0 T ' ) 
5 FCRf' llT('0',32X,' CPEf\ LCf') 
6 FCRf''/IT( 'C' ,31X, ' CONF INE'-'ENT 1 ) 
.7 FCRt' /11(' ', Fl2. 2,F1 2.3,Fl2.~,2F l2.C,F12.1) 
8 F C R r: 1- T ( 1 C 1 , 2 X , 1 * ;< E T U R N 0 N T 0 T A l I N V E S T f-1 E N T P E R Y E A R ' ) 
9 FCRf.'/IT(' •,• '} 
10 FCRf.'/IT('l') 
11 FCRt'AT{'C',~FE EC EFFICIEr'XCY INPROVEMENT=',F6.3) 
12 FCR~/IT('C','I NITI.t\ L \-.AGE RATE=',f5.2) 
13 FCRt'/IT('v' ,•CC R~ PRICE= 1 ,F5.2) . 
14 FCRt'AT('C','F~ ~CER CATTLE PRICE=',F6.2) 
l 5 F C R t-' /J T ( ' C ' , 1 E C U I P f1 E t\ T C 0 S T R A T I 0 = ' , F 5 • 2 ) 
C I~ITIAL /JSSU~PTICNS 
c 
c 
c 
CCRt\=2.CC 
CER=l 
FE=.cso . 
FEECF=CC RN/2.00 . 
CATA ICAP/l CO, 300 , SCC, lCCO/ 
~T=l 
PRFP =.4925 
hR = l.80 
CALL CF7107 ( WR, CER, FE, FEECP ;·ICAP, PRFq, t X ,NT ,Kn) 
STCP 
ENC 
96 
Jl 
,-
( 
,. 
' 
c 
( 
.,. 
' -
( 
( 
r ., 
,.. 
\.,. 
,~ 
'-
C CAt\F7107 71072t3e, 1 0LSON',t~SGLEVEt=l 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CII"!:t\SICI\ X(2,4,l6),IC~P(4) 
1 F ( R f' /J T ( I 1 • t 2 1t X , I ,, ' 1 X ' • A N I ~ A L u ,\J I. T FE ED L I) T • ) 
5 FCKr-'.liT('C 1 ,32X, 1 CPEf\ LOT') 
6 F cRt' t T ( I c t t 31 X ' I c 0" F IN EN EN T. ) 
7 FCRtJ/JTC 1 •, Fl 2.2,Fl2.3,Fl2.2 ,2 F12.C, F12.1) 
8 FCRt'ATC'0',2X,'*R~TlJRN ON TOTAL INVE~H~ENT PER YEAR') 
9 FCRtJAT(' '•' ') 
10 FCRtJ~T('l'l 
11 FCRt'Al('O','F EE C EFFICIE~C Y=',F6.3) 
12 FCRt'AT('O','It\ITit..L hAGE f{AfE=',F5.2 ) 
1' F c R ~A r c • c· • , • c c RN P R r c E = • , F s. 2) 
14 FCRt'AT( •c•,•FEECER CATTLE PRICE=',F6.2) 
15 FCR.t'AT('O','cCUll>IJEt\:T COST RATIO=',F5.2) 
I~ITI AL tSSU~ PTICNS 
CCRI\=2.00 
CER =l 
FE =.05 
FEECF=CCRt\/"2 .00 
C~f/J ICAF/lC0,30C,5CO,lOCO/ 
t\T=l 
WR=l.80 
AhR =\,R 
K~=3 
CC lGl L= l,6 
FE=L~.025 
CC !Cl 1= 1,4 
\\RITE( 12,1) ICAP~ I) 
hRITEC12,<J) 
WRITe( 12, llJFE 
A !nf~ =\\R- . 10 
hf~(Tt( l2,12)AWR 
M...'R=AWR- .10 
A~~RX=A\\R 
CP=FEECP*CC~N 
h R I T E ( 1 2 , 1 3 ) CP 
PF=FRFR*lE2 
HRITE(l2,14)PF 
hRITE< 12, 15)CER 
CC 101 J=l,Z 
A\~R = A~-1 RX 
C C 1 0 l . K = 1 ·, o 
CAV..R =.lO 
IF(K.GTa4)CAWR:.25 
AWR =AWR~CAWP . 
CALL CF7l07(AW~,CER,FE,FEECP,ICAP,PRFR,X,NT,KW) 
IF(J*K.E,.l)W~ITEC12,9) 
IF(J*K. EC .1JCALL ~C7107 
1 F ( J * K • E C • 1 J ~' R I T E ( 1 2 ' 5 l 
I F ( ( J • c C • 2 ) • At\ C • ( K • E (J • 1 ) ) W R I T E ( 1 2 t (; ) 
XJ =X (J, I,l5)*.5 
F=Ft: 
[ F ( J: E(. ~ 2• 1 !, F):~ R• 0 F 'X { .J, I' 1 '• ) 'XJ 'X { J' I , 15) 'X ( J' £ '16) 
\~ R I T c: 1 t 44 '~ ' ~ 
IF (J*K.EC~l2)~~KITE( 1Zr9l 
IF (J".:K.£C.l2l't1RITE( lZ,S) 
101 CCi\TINUE 
97 
98 
S~ ~~CUTI~c rC7107 
2 FCR~~T(' , -------- -----------------------------1---------------------• ) -----------------
3 F c R ~" /'.. T c • ,· , B x , • .,.. ~ G E 1 , 8 x , ' F E ~ o • , s x , • R t- r L R r\· To 1 ~ ;~AGSPE~l AND C~~ERS 
U-IF' ,3X, ' PeP. CENT') . 
4 FCR:v~rc• • ,cx,q<t.TE 1 , 5X ,•EFFICIENCY•, _3x,•rc:._tJ A~· • r.. •v• r3X, 
l'F ER FEECLCl 1 r2X, 1 PCR Yt/JR' ,t.X,'ROI*'} 
11 FCRI"tTC' ', 29X,•-----~-------------------~--------'l 
hRITE(l 2,2) 
hPITEC1 2 , 3) 
WRITE(l 2 r ll) 
hRITE(l 2 ,4) 
hRITE(12, 2) 
RETURN 
Ef\C 
~*~***********~** **********************~* ************~************~~******~*** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l 
2 
5 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
23 
24 
Cf~E~SlC~ A(20),S(00) 
CU' t~SIC ~ IX(Lj),IY(8),JY(Sl 
Cl/JE~SIC~ X{2,4,16),Y{2,7,8) 
CI~i~SIC~ S~LESC2,4),C(2,4,ll) 
C r ~ E ~ S I C ~ fJ ~l \·, G ( 4 ) , I CAP ( '• } , f- R S H C 8 } , S l I ( tt) 
CI~Et\SICT\ TLkA(2,4),EQUIP(2, 1d,TVST(2,4) , 
FCRt-'AT( 20Al) 
FCRI".AT('l'} 
FCR~.AT(' •, ~X, 1 TARLE 1 ,1X, 'IV 1 t 1 - 1 ,I3,•.•,"1X,61Al) 
F 0 R t1 ~ T ( I t I , R 0 X ' ,, 0 A 1 ) 
FCR~.t!T(80Al) 
FCRI"AT (' ',80"1) 
FCR~'AT ( 2CA1) 
FORI"AT(' 'r20Al) 
FCRt-'tT (I '.~OAl, 'tFlC.2) 
FCRI"AT(' ',20At,er9,2) 
FCRtJAT(' 1 ,20/1!, 1tF10.0) 
F c R "' t T ( I • , 2 0 A 1 ' .E F <; • c ) 
CC 90 K=l,2 
cc 90 1=1,4 
ECUIP(K,!l=O 
TVST(K,I) =O 
SAL ES(K,Il=C 
CC 89 L= l,lt 
89 C(K,I,L> =O 
CC <JC J = l,l6 
90 X{K,I,J) =O 
cc 91 J = l,3 
CC 91 K=l,2 
cc 91 1=1,7 
9 1 Y ( K , I , J ) =0 
C SALES 
c 
ASC'ft=1050 
CIST=50 
SPSC =•49 
TRRT=.001555+.CCC 017EB*OIST 
t-'KTC=3 .GO 
Ctv'=ASCh $TRR~+tv'KTC 
CC 95 K=l,Z 
cc 95 1=1,4 
95 SALESCK, ·I)=ASCW:<:SPSC-CM 
c 
C C /'lATRIX (K) 1- CPEN LOT 2- CONFINEPENT 
C (1) 1-100 ~EAC 2-3CO 3-SCO 4-lCCO 
c 
c 
c 
C 1- FEECE~ COST 
c 
AFRh=650 
CIST=50 
TRRT=.OC1555 +.CGC017ES*DIST 
CC 110 K=l,2 
99 
cc 110 £=1,4 
110 C(K, I, 1 )=AFRW*(P RFRt TRRT) 
c 
C 2- FEEC 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
112 
C C ~ f\ ::: 2 • C 0 >:r F c E C P 
SIL=l5.CC*FEECP 
SUP=l8C.CO*FEECP 
cc 112 1=1,4 
C(l,I,2l = CCRN*~2+SIL*l+SUP*.l 
C ( 2, I, 2) = ( 1.0-F E l * C ( l, I, 2) 
3- L.68CR 
CATA b.RSl-/3.5,2.4,2.,1.7,2., 1.8, 1.5,1.3/ 
SS=l.07 ·-
RA=t.l5 
r.C=l.OS 
FIF=l.lO 
VC=3.3 
CC 140 K=l,Z 
cc 140 1=1,4 
.XX=I-RSr(l) 
IFCK. cC .. 2lX X=H RS rC It4) 
C{K, I,J) = XX*AWR ~SS*R A * HC*FIF 
C 4- VETERI NARY 
c 
140 C(K,[,tt) = VC 
c 
C 5- CEPR E CI A TI C ~ 
c 
8UI\K=l00 
CFEI\=t".40 
CSTP.=7.50 
CS TyJ=7. 50 
EFEt\=165 
FEI\C=505 
- GATE=40 
PRLC=300 
hii\C=l50 
hT~$=150 
CATA SLJ/7850.,<J4CC~,102CO.,l6750./ 
C A T A P 11- ,.; G I Z 5 G 0 ·• , 5 C 2 5 • , c 0 2 5 • , 1 1 0 5 0 • I 
cc 350 1=1,4 
SIZ E=ICAF( I) 
C C 3 50 .K = 1 t 2 
TERA(K, I )=.0115 
IF(K. EC.2)TcRA(K,I)=.OC06 
TERA( K, I )=T ERA(K, I l*SIZE*PRLC 
GC TC(301,3(..· 2,303,304),I 
301 CC l<, 1,5 )=.05'H89tO+llCC0)t.OB5*12SC 
ECU [ ~ ( K, I )=8980+ llCCO+ 1250 
GC TC 305 
100 
302 C(K, 1,5) = .0 5>>( 105C0-+1560C)-+.C85* 1250 
ECLIF(K, l)=l05CO -+l5c00fl25C 
GC TC 305 
303 ClK,I,5l=.05*(154 60-+l76CC )+.C85*2SCO . 
ECUIF(K,I)=l~460+176C0+2500 
GC TC 305 
304 C(K, I,5 )= .. 0:; * (25 25 C-t23CCC)+.C85*25CC 
ECUIP(K, l) =25250-+23CC0+2500 · 
305 CC~fl~UE 
IF{K-l)J2lr321, 323 
101 
3 2 1 C K I 5 = • 0 5 * ( ( S 17. E I 1 C 0 ) >:C ( W H l 0 * C S n, + !3 UN K * C S T B +G A T E ... 'n T R 5 + FEN C * C F E l\ ) ) 
l+EF::l\*CFEN*C l+(~IZ EilCCO} )+.C5*SLI( [) 
ECU£F(K, I )=C:CUIP(K, I )+CK I5*2C 
C(K,I,5l =CK I5+C( K,I,5) 
GC TC 35C 
323 CC=l68+(SIZ E I100) *136CO+~MWG {[} 
C ( K, I , 5 ) = • 0 5 * CC t C ( K, I , 5) 
ECC I~ ( K, I) = tCU f P ( K, I) +CQ 
350 C(K,I,5) =C(K,I,5)11CAP (I) 
CC 351 K=lr2 
C C 3 5 1 I = 1 , 1t 
EC~IP(K, I) = OER*~CUCPCK ,l) 
351 C(K,I,5l =C(K,I,5l*CER 
RI=.08 
RI=Rl*.25 
Rl=R 1*2 
RR=.03 
CLFC= .Ol 
cc 3'79 { :.:1,'• 
SIZE =ICAP( I) 
CC 399 K=lr2 
6-CEATl- LCSS 
C(K, !,6) =CLPC*CC(K, [, 1)-.S~cC(K, Ir2)-.5*C(K,I,3)) 
7-8 INT EREST C~ ECUP~ENT ANC LAND 
((!<, [,7 ) =( ECUlP(K,. I l*RI )/IC -.\P ( I) 
C(K, 1,8 )=( (~L *Ti::R~ (K, I) }/!CAP( [) )+PRFR*AFRVi*RL 
9-10 TAXES 0~ LANC AND ECUIPMENT 
C ( K, i, 9 ) = ( E CU I P ( K, I } *. C 2 ) I I CAP ( I ) 
C ( K , I , 10 ) = ( ( T E ~A ( K, I ) * . 0 2 ) I I CAP ( I ) ) + P R F R *A F R Vi'* • 0 2 
11 - RcPtiRS 
C ( 1< , I, 11 ) = ( R R * E CUI P ( K, I l ) I t C A? t I ) 
TCTAL I~VESTI"E~T 
3 9 9 T V S T ( K , I } = E <J U I P { K , I l -~ T E R A ( K , I ) 
ASSIGN X fJATRIX 
c c 5 0 2 .I = 1 , 1t 
CC 5C2 K=-=1,2 
X(K,I,l)=SALES(K,I) 
c 
cc 50 1 J=l.ll 
501 X(K, I,J•l>=C(K, I,J) 
cc 503 J=l,l2 
XK=X(K,!,J) 
KX=Xl<>'.:1E2 
X(K, I ,J ) =KX:<-.: .01 
503 IF(XK-X (K, I,J) .GE • • CCS)X (K , I ,J )=X(K, I ,J}+.O l 
cc 504 J =2, 12 
504 X(K, I,l3) =X (K, [,1 3 )-+X{K, I,J) 
X ( K, I, 14) =X ( K, I~ 1 } -X ( K, I, 13) 
X{K, I,15l =X ( K, r, 14)*1CAP( 1)·~2 
X ( K, I, 16) =X ( K, I, 15 ) I TV S T ( K, I ) 
502 X(K, I, 16) =X (K, I,16)*1CO 
C ~SSIGN Y MATRIX 
c 
c 
c 
co 510 l = l,8 
X=l 
IF((L/2) ~2.EQ.L) K=2 
I=(L+l)/ 2 
Y(l ,l ,L) =X(K,Ir2l 
YC1,2,L}=X( K, f,3) 
Y(l,3,L) =X(K,I,l3)-X(K, I,2l-X(K,I,3) 
Y(l,4,Ll =Y(l,l,L)+Y(l,2 ,L)+Y(l,3,L) 
Y(l, 5,L) =X( K,{, l) 
Y f 1, 6, l) =X ( K, I, 14) 
510 Y(1, 7,Ll = TV ~T( K, Il/I CAP( I) 
CC 545 K=l,8 
t-' = (K .·H)/2 
c c 5 '• 5 J = 1 , 7 
545 Y(2,J, K) =Y(l,J, Kl* ICAP{M) 
IF!K~. EC.3l C C TO SS 
REr.It\C 10 
!F(K~. EC.l)GO TC 98 
C WRITE CPERAT·ING ST~TEMENTS 
c 
CC 840 L=l,2 
w~ITEC12,?.) 
f<EAC{l0,9)S 
h R 1 T E. ( 1 2 , 5 ) N T , t S ( I l , I = 1 ' 4 3 ) 
cc 801 J=l,ll 
HEACC10,9)S 
8 0 1 H R I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 ·) S 
K= t 
REACC10,l, ENC=~9 )A . 
wRITECl~rl3)A, (XCL,J,K),J=l,4) 
K=K+l 
CC 8G3 J :::1,4 
REAC(lO,l,E NC=C,Y )A 
803 ¥lRITt(l2,12)A 
cc 805 1:::1,15 
IF(f.EC.l'tl GO TO 806 
REAC(lO,l, E~C=C,9 )~ 
1 F ( ( I • = c • 7 ) • C ~ • ( I • E C • 10) l G C TO 8 0 4 
102 
' 
c 
WRITEC12,13)~, (X(L,J,K),J=1,4) 
K~K+l 
GC TC 805 
80 4 \-. R I T t ( l 2 , 1 2 ) A 
GC TC 805 
806 RE.AC(lQ,<;)S 
'.-. R IT E ( 12 , 10) S 
805 CCf\TINU~ 
cc 810 1=1,15 
RE.AC(lQ,l,ENC=99lA 
I F ( ( I • E C • '• ) • 0 R • ( I • E C • 8 ) ) GO T 0 e 0 S 
IF( I.EC.l5)GO TO 8C8 
'.-IRITE(l2,12JA 
GO TC 810 
H 0 8 C G T\ T I f\U E 
IF(K.EC.l5)G0 TO 8C9 
Y.R IT E { 12, 13 ) A, ( X ( l , J, K}, J :; l, 4) 
GC TC 812 
809 \-.RITE( 12,2 3 )A, (X(L,J,K},J = l,4) 
812 CC~TINUE 
K=K-tl 
010 CCt\TlNUE 
REAC(lQ,<;)S 
hRITEC12,10)S 
1\T=~T+l 
840 COt\TINUE 
9 8 C C t\ T 1 f\U E 
IF(Kh.EC.2) G0 TO 99 
C W R I T E E C C t\ C tH C C .h l C U l: .AT £ CN S 
c 
CC 890 L=l r 2 
hRITE(l2, 2 l 
RE.AC(lQ,<;) S 
hniTE( 12,5) NT,(S( 1),1 =1,61) 
RE.i\CC10,9)S 
hRITE!l2,8)C S ( I),I = lr40) 
RE.hC(lQ,<;)S 
h R IT E ( 1 2 , 10 ) S 
REAC(l0,9)S 
h'R IT E (12, 8) ( S C I), I = 1, 40) 
co 850 1=1,9 
RE.AC(l0,9)S 
hRilECl2,10)S 
RE!IC(l0,9)S 
850 WRITEC12 7 8}(S(J),J=lr40) 
K~l 
CC 860 l=lrl2 
RE~C(lQ,l,ENC=99)A 
IFCCI.EC.B).QR.CI.EQ.9})GO TO SSe 
IF(( r.EC~5).rR.( I.EC.6))GO TO 856 
JF(I.EC.ll)GC TC 856 
IF(L-2} 851 1 852,852 
8 51 \-t R IT E ( 1 2 , 1'-. ) A , ( Y ( L , I< ' J ) ' J::: 1 ' e ) 
GC TC 855 
852 CC~TINUE 
~·I f~ [ T E ( 1 2 , 2 4 ) /1 , ( Y ( l , K ' J ) ' J = 1 t e ) 
8 55 C C i\ T I t\U E 
K=l<+l 
REAC(l0,9)S 
103 
hRITE( 12, 10)$ 
GC TC 86(; 
B56 ~RITE(l2,12)A 
860 COr-..TINUc 
RE.tC(l0,9)S 
~RITE( 12,1015 
REAC(l0,9)S 
W R I T E ( 1 2 , 8 ) ( S ( I l , I = 1 , '• 0 ) 
f\f=f\T+l 
I* 
890 CCt\Til\UE 
99 CCt\TINUE 
RETLiiN 
El\C 
//GC.SY SII\ CC ~ 
CPERATING STATE~ ENTS FOR VARIOLS SIZES OF 
OPEf\LCT FEECING FACILITIES PER ANI~AL UI\IT 
IT E fl 
SALES 
llv ESTCCK SALES 
t1 lr\U$ SHCFPI NG 
1\f\C t'ARKETlf'.!G 
CGST$ . 
(X PENSE$ 
LIVESTCCK, AT-
T t~ E- FA Rt1 
Ft:EC 
LAECR 
VtT,~EALTr 
CEPRECIAT!CN 
CEATH LCSS 
It\TEREST 01\-
[ cur P r.1Ef\; r 
LAi\C,CATTLE 
TAXES CN-
E~UlPf'ENT 
L/1/'\C,CATTLE 
REP/liRS,FUEL 
TCTAL EXPENSE 
RETURf\ TC f'ANAGE-
~Ef\T Af\C/C~ 
0·1 t\ E H S r I P 
M\l\U~L RETURN TO 
t'At\AGEI"ENT AND/ 
(f{ Chr-..ERSriP 
Ai\f\UAL RETCRN TO 
r' A 1\ A G f:/1 E ~ T AN 0 I 
C R C \-11\ E R S r I P A S 
lOC A.U. ~OC A.U. SCO A.U. lCCO A.l. 
----------------------~------------------
104 
' 
105 
/1 FEnCEf\:TACE OF 
T C T /1 L I N V E S Tt1 [ ~ T 
R::CUIREC 
----------~-------- ---------- ---------------------------------
CPERATl~G STATE~E ~TS FCR VA~IOUS SIZES .OF 
CCNFINE~ENT FACILITIES PER ANIMAL L~IT 
/ 
--------------------- -- - ----------------------------~---------
1 T E 1' 
SALES 
LIVE STCCK SALES 
Vlt\ US SHIFPlNC 
At\C t-'~RKETING 
CCSTS 
EXP ENSES 
LIV ESTCCK, AT-
TJ-E-FARl~ 
FEEC 
LA ECR 
Vt:T,J-E.ALTJ-
CEFREClATI Ct\ 
CEATH LCSS 
lt\T EREST Ct\-
ECUIPl'ENT 
L/\ ~C,CATTLE 
L\XES CN·· 
i:CUIPt'Et\T 
LAf\ C,CATTLE 
REPAI RS,FUEL 
TCT/ll EXFENSE 
RETURf\ TC ~At\AGE­
t' E t\ T t. f\ C I C R 
(ht\ ERSriP 
Af\f\UAL RETURf\ TC 
t' .. \ l\ A G E f" E N T A N C I 
C R C \\ t\ E R S 1-: I P 
ANNUAL RETLRN TO 
r.'Af\AG Et-'ENT AND/ 
CR (\\t\ERSt-IP AS 
1\ FE RCEt\TAGE CF 
T G T t. L I r\V t S T fJ EN T 
ICO t..U. ~CO A.~. 5CC A.U. lCCO A.U, 
---------~---------~-----------~---------
R~CUI REC--------------------------------------------------
~~~~~~~~-~ ~~CULATlCNS FOR eOTH SIZE AND TYPE Gf FEED LCT STRU 
CTUHES p r- R M·-.i T !:!~!._-~·~_!_! ________ :_ _______________ -- -- -. 
-------------------- ~------------------ ---
I TEll 
lCOO ~.U. 
lGC A.t.;. 
OPEN ENVR 
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;co A. -u. 5CO A.U. 
OP EN ENVR CPEN ENVR 
FEr\ Ef\VR 
--- -- -------- - - ------- --- - -- - --- ----------------------------------~-------- · 
FEECER CCST 
l'lf\US 
St-:IFPI1\G 
FEEC CCSTS 
NCf\FEEC CCSTS 
TCTftl COSTS 
S/lLES l'lf\US 
SHIFFING AND 
t-'ARKE T£ 1\C: 
RETURf\ TC 
fJ/lf\/ICEr-' t: f\ T AN D 
·O'j f\ E R S h I ~ 
TCTAL I~ VEST­
fJEf\T RECC I RE O 
--------------------- - - ------------------------------~~--------------------~-
ECO~C~IC C~LCUL A TI CN S FCR eGTr SIZE AND TYPE OF FEED LCT STR~ 
CTlJRES 
PE R FE~ C LOT FACILITY 
---------- ------------~---------~---~-----~~-----~~--~---------~----~~----~-~ · 
-------------
ITEf'l lCC A.U. ::co A.L. 500 A.u. 
1000 /l.U. 
CPEN ENVR OPEN EI\:VR CPEN ENVR 
PEN Et\VR 
---------- ---------~--------------------------~------------------------------· 
-- .. ----~ -----
FEECER CCST 
Pil\US 
SriFPir\G 
FEEC CCSTS 
t~Cf\FEEO CCSTS 
TCT~L CCSTS 
S~LES flll\LS 
S~IPPit-.:G Ar\C 
fiARKETit\G 
RETURt\ TC 
,.,At\/lGEI'E~T AND 
Cht\cRSHIF 
TCT~l INVEST-
f/Ef\T RE,LIR£C 
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APPENDIX B 
IHPACT OF ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS 
ON FEEDLOTS 
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Table B-1: Economic Effects of Alternative ''Tage Rates and Feed Efficiency 
I mprovemen ts on 10 0-Ani~al-unit Open Lot and Confinement Feed-
lot Fac ilit i es 
Wage Feed Efficiercy Tota l Feed Return to Management Return on 
Rate Improvement and Non-Feed and/or OwnershiE Investment 2 
($/ hr) (Per Cent) Costs (Per A.U .) Per A.U. Per Year (Per Cent) 
OPEN LOT 
1.70 o.o 195.52 -8.31 -1,662 -4.5 
1.80 o.o 196. 01 -8.80 -1,760 -4.7 
1.90 o. o 196 .50 -9.29 -1,858 -5.0 
2.00 o.o 197.00 -9.79 -1,958 -5.3 
2.25 o.o 198.24 -11.03 -2,206 -5.9 
2.50 o.o 199.48 -12.27 -2,454 -6.6 
CONFINEHENT 
1.70 2. 5 189.49 -2.28 -456 -1.2 
1.80 2. 5 189. 78 -2.57 -514 -1.4 
1.90 2. 5 190.06 -2.85 -570 -1.5 
2.00 2.5 190.34 -3 .. 13 -626 -1.7 
2.25 2. 5 191.05 -3.84 -768 -2.0 
2.50 2. 5 191.76 -4.55 -910 -2.4 
1.70 5.0 186.58 0.63 126 0.3 
1.80 5.0 186.87 0.34 68 0.2 
1.90 5.0 187.14 0.07 14 o.o 
2.00 5.0 187.42 -0.21 _-42 ~0.1 
2.25 5.0 188.14 -0.93 -186 -0.5 
2.50 5.0 188.85 -1.64 .-328 
-0.9 
1.70 7.5 183.67 3.54 708 
1.9 
1.80 7.5 183.96 3.25 
650 1.7 
1.90 7.5 184.24 2.97 
594 1.6 
2.00 7.5 184.52 2.69 
538 1.4 
2.25 7.5 185.23 1.98 
396 1.1 
185.94 1.27 254 0.7 2.50 7.5 
180.76 6.45 1,290 3.4 1.70 10.0 
181.05 6.16 1,232 ·3. 3 1.80 10.0 
181.32 5.89 1,178 3.1 1.90 10.0 
181.60 5.61 1,122 3.0 2.00 10.0 
182.32 4.89 978 2.6 2.25 10.0 
183.03 4.18 836 2.2 2.50 10.0 
Table B- 1 (continued) 
Hage 
Rate 
($/hr) 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90· 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
Feed Efficiency 
Improvement 1 
(Pet; Cent ) 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
Total Feed 
and Non-Feed 
Cost s (Per A.U.) 
Return to Hanagement 
and/or Ownership 
Pe~ A.U. . Per _Year 
CONFIUEHENT 
177.85 9.36 1,872 
178.14 9.07 1,814 
178.42 8.79 1,758 
178: 70 8.51 1,702 
179.41 7.80 1,560 
180.12 1.09 1, LJ18 
174.94 12.27 2,454 
175.22 11.99 2,398 
175.50 11.71 2,342 
175.78 11.43 2,286 
176.50 10.71 2,142 
177.20 10.01 2,002 
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Return on 
Investment2 
(Per _Cent) 
5.0 
4.8 
4.7 
4.5 
4.2 
3.8 
6.5 
6.4 
6.2 
6.1 
5.7 
. 5.3 
1Pe; cent f eed ef f i ciency improvement of confinement using the con-
ventional open lot as the base for the improvement. 
2 Annual return divided by total inves·tment required. 
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Table B-2: Economic Effects of Alternative '1age Rates and Feed Efficiency 
Improvements on 300-Animal-Unit Open Lot and Confinement Feed-
lot Facilities 
Hage Feed Efficiercy Total Feed Return to Nanagement Return on 
Rate Improvement and Non-Feed and/or OwnershiJ2 Investment2 
($/hr) (Per Cent) Costs (Per A.U.) · Per A.D. Per Year (Per Cent) 
OPEN LOT 
1.70 o.o 168.68 18.53 11~119 21.3 
1.80 o.o 169.02 18.19 10, 915 20.9 
1.90 o.o 169.36 17.85 10,711 20.6 
2.00 o.o 169.70 17.51 10,507 20.2 
2.25 o.o 170.54 16.67 10,003 19.2 
2.50 o.o 171.40 15.81 9,487 18.2 
CONFINEHENT 
1. 70 2.5 173.06 14.15 8,491 11.6 
1.80 2.5 173.30 13.91 8,347 11.4 
1.90 2.5 1731l56 13.65 8!191 11.2 
2.00 2.5 173.82 13.39 8,035 10.9 
2.25 2.5 174.46 12.75 7,651 10.4 
2.50 2.5 175.09 12.12 7,273 9.9 
1.70 5.0 170.14 17.07 i0,243 14.0 
1.80 5.0 170.39 16.82 10,093 13.8 
1.90 5.0 170.65 16.56 9,937 13.5 
2.00 5.0 170.91 16.30 9, 78-1 13.3 
2.25 5.0 171.54 15.67 9,403 12.8 
2.50 5.0 172.18 15.03 .9,019 12.3 
1.70 7.5 167.23 19.98 11,989 
16.3 
1.80 7. 5 167.48 19.73 
11,839 16.1 
1.90 7.5 167.74 19.47 
11,683 15.9 
2.00 7.5 168.00 19.21 
11,527 15.7 
2.25 7.5 168.64 18.57 
11,143 15.2 
2.50 7.5 169.27 17.94 
10,765 14.7 
1.70 10.0 164.32 
22.89 13,735 18.7 
164.57 22.64 13,585 18.5 1.80 10.0 
164.83 22.38 13,429 18.3 1.90 10.0 
2.00 165.09 
22. 12 13,273 18.1 
10.0 
2.25 165.72 
21.49 12,895 17.6 
10.0 20.85 12,511 17.0 
2.50 10.0 166.36 
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Table B-2 (continued) 
Hage Feed Efficiency Total Feed Return to Management Return on 
Rate Improvement! and Non-Feed and/ or o,mershiE Investment2 
($/hr) (Per Cent) Costs (Per A.U.) Per A.U. Per Year (Per Gent) 
CONFINEMENT 
1.70 12.5 161.41 25.80 15,481 21.1 
1.80 12.5 161.66 25.55 15,331 20.9 
1.90 12.5 161.92 25.29 15,175 20.7 
2.00 12.5 16-2.18 25. 03 15·, 019 20. 5 
2.25 12.5 162.82 24 . 39 14 ,635 19.9 
2 .50 12.5 163.45 23.76 14,257 19.4 
1.70 15.0 158.50 28.71 17,227 23.5 
1.80 15.0 158.75 28.46 17,077 23.2 
1.90 15.0 159.01 28.20 16,921 23.1 
2.00 15.0 159.26 27.95 16 . 771 22 .8 
2.25 15.0 159.90 27.31 16,387 22.3 -
2.50 15.0 160.54 26 .67 16,003 21.8 
1 ' · ..Per cent feed efficiency improvement of confinement using the con-
ventional open lot as the base for the improvement . 
2Annual return divided by total investment ·required. 
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Table B-3: Economic Effects of Alternative 1vage Rates and Feed Efficiency 
Improvements on 500-Anima1-Unit Open Lot and Confli1emen t Feed-
lot Facilities 
l.rage Feed Efficiency Total Feed Return to l1anagement Return on 
Rate Improvement1 and Non-Feed and/or Ownersh!E__ Investment2 
($/h1· ) (Per Cent) Costs (Per A.U .) Per A.U. Per Year (Per Cent) 
OPEN LOT 
1.70 o.o 163.29 23.92 23,921 35.0 
1.80 o.o 163.58 23.63 23,631 34.6 
1.90 o.o 163.86 23.35 23,351 34.2 
·2.00 o.o 164.13 23.08 23,081 33.8 
2.25 o.o 164.85 22.36 21,361 32.8 
2.50 o.o 165.56 21.65 21,651 31 .. 7 
CONFINEMENT 
1.70 2.5 169.37 17.84 17,841 16.2 
1.80 2.5 169.59 17.62 17 ,621 16.0 
1.90 2.5 169.80 17.41 17,411 15.9 
2.00 2.5 170.01 17.20 17,201 15 .. 7 
2.25 2.5 170'. 54 16.67 16,671 15.2 
2.50 2.5 171.07 16.14 16,141 14.7 
1.70 5.0 166.45 20.76 20,761 18.9 
1.80 5.0 166.67 20.54 20,541 18.7 
1.90 5.0 166.88 20.33 20,311 18.5 
2.00 5.0 167.09 20.12 20,121 18.3 
2.25 5.0 168.15 19.58 19,581 17.8 
2.50 5.0 168.15 19.06 19,061 17.4 
1.70 7.5 163.55 23.66 23,661 21.5 
1.80 7.5 163.77 23.44 23,441 
21;3 
1.90 7.5 163.98 23.23 23,231 
21.1 
2.00 7.5 164.18 23.03 23,031 
21.0 
2.25 7.5 164.72 22.49 
22,491 20.5 
2.50 7.5 165.25 21.96 
21,961 20.0 
1.70 10.0 160.63 26.58 
26,581 24.2 
1.80 10.0 160.85 26.36 
26,361 24.0 
1.90 10.0 161.06 
26.15 26,151 23.8 
2.00 10.0 161.27 25.94 
25,941 23.6 
2.25 10.0 161.81 25.40 
25,401 23.1 
2.50 10.0 162.33 
24.88 24,881 22.7 
Table B-3 (continued) 
Hage 
Rate 
( $/ hr) 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.25 
2. 50 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
Feed Efficiency 
Improvement! 
(Per Cent) 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
Total Feed 
and Non-Feed 
Cost (Per A. U. ) 
Return to Management 
and/or Ownership 
Per A.U. Per Year 
CONFINEMENr 
157 . 73 
157.95 
158.16 
158.36 
158.90 
159.43 
154.81 
155.03 
155.24 
155.45 
155.99 
156.61 
29.48 
29.26 
29 .05 
28.85 
28.31 
27 . 78 
32. 40 
32.18 
31 . 97 
318 76 
31.22 
30.70 
29,481 
29,261 
29,051 
28,851 
2 8 ,311 
27,781 
32,1•01 
32,181 
31,971 
31,761 
31,221 
30, 701 
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Return on 
Investment2 
(Pe r Ce n t ) 
26.8 
26.6 
26.4 
26.3 
25 . 8 
25.3 
29.5 
29.3 
29.1 
28.9 
28.4 
28.0 
lper cent feed efficiency inprovement of confinement using the con-
vent ional open lot as the base for the improvement . 
2Annua1 return divided by total investment r equired. 
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Table B-4: Economic Effects of Alternative Hage Rates and Feed Efficiency 
Improvements on 1,000-Animal-unit Open Lot and Confinement 
Feedlot Facilities 
Hage Feed Efficiency Total Feed Return to ~1anagement Return on 
Rate Improvement1 and Non-Feed and/or OwnershiE Investment2 
($/hr) (Per Cent) Costs (Per A.U .) Per A.U. Per Year (Per Cent) 
OPEN LOT 
1.70 o.o 159.05. 28.16 56,323 52.2 
1.80 o.o 159.29 27.92 55,843 51.7 . 
1.90 o.o 159.53 27.68 55,363 51.3 
2.00 o.o 159.77 27.44 54,883 50.9 
2.25 o.o 160.37 26.84 53,683 49.7 
2.50 o.o 160.97 26.24 52,483 48.6 
CONFINEH&."'T 
1.70 2.5 166.22 20.99 41,982 21•2 
1.80 2.5 166.41 20.80 41,602 21.0 
lo90 2.5 166.59 20.62 41, 242· 20.8 
2.00 2.5 166,78 20.43 40,862 20.6 
2.25 2.5 167~42 19.97 39,942 20.2 
2.50 2.5 167.69 19e52 39,042 19.7 
1.70 s.o 163.31 23.90 47,802 24.1 . 
1.80 s.o 163.49 23.72 4.7 '4'•2 23.9 
1.90 5.0 163.67 23.54 47,082 23.8 
2.00 5.0 163.86 23.35 46,702 23.6 
2.25 5.0 164.32 22.89 45,782 23.1 
2.50 5.0 164.78 22.43 44,862 22.6 
1.70 7.5 160.40 26.81 53,622 27.1 
1.80 7.5 160.59 26.62 · 53,242 26e9 
1.90 7.5 160.77 26.44 52,882 26.7 
2.00 7.5 160.96 26.25 52,502 26.5 
2.25 7.5 161.42 25.79 51,582 26.0 
2.50 7.5 161.87 25.34 50,682 25.6 
1.70 10.0 157.48 29.73 59,462 
30.0 
1.80 lOeO 157.67 29.54 59,082 
29.8 
1.90 10.0 157.85 29.36 
58,722 29.6 
2.00 10.0 158. OL• 29.17 
58,342 29.4 
2.25 10.0 158.50 28.71 57 ,'•22 
29.0 
2.50 10.0 159.96 28.25 
56,502 28.5 
Table B-4: (continued) 
Hage 
Rate 
($/hr) 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
1.70 
1.80 
-1.90 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
Feed Efficiency 
Improvement! 
(Per Cent) 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
15.0 
15o0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
Total Feed 
and Non-Feed · 
Costs (Per A .. U.) 
Return to Hanagement 
and/or: 0\vnership 
Per A.U. Per Yea~ 
CONFitmMENT 
154.58 32.63 65,262 
154.77 32.44 64,882 
154.95 32.26 64,522 
155.14 32.07 64, 1!•2 
155.59 31.62 63,242 
155.59 31.16 62,322 
151.66 35.55 71,102 
151.66 35.55 71 ,102 
152.03 35.18 70,362 
152.22 34.99 69,981 
152.68 34.53 69,062 
153.14 34.07 '68, 142 
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Return on 
Investtnent2 
(Per Cent) 
32.9 
32.7 
32.6 
32.4 
31.9 
31.5 
35.9 
35.7 
35.5 
35.3 . 
34.9 
34.4 
1per cent feed efficiency improvement of confinement using the con-
ventional open lot as the base for the improvement. 
2Annua1 return divided by total investment required. 
APPENDD~ C 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND COVER LETTER USED 
TO S.f\ .. HPLE. BEEF CATTLE PRODUCERS 
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/ 
South D.:?.~~ote Stat~ University 
Questionnaire No. 
( Conf idef'. t iul ) 
lo. the· iollowing tr..bl.cs include only ~eede.r cattle ~nd cattle on feed as of . November 1, 1973. Animals t~ 
bn ex.clude.d ~.Jould be d::dry c.:1ttle fur. milking purposes, b<Jcf cows end r~pl.:1ccmcnts· , bulla and bull replace.-
ocntn, calves raised for breeding rurpose!.~. Include stc~rs of dairy breeding o.nd crosse3. 
r 
~f C~ttlu 
---
r 
Calves 0-~001:1 
Fccders4":J-7 50/t 
?ceders 7500 & ov 
Cattle on nelow 
Feed for 7 SU/Il 
Sla.u~ht.:r 
I ·present Inventory_ R:liscd 
cr 
7 50/I 
, ovc_r _ _ j_ --" -~--- _ . _l -- -~-- · 
SOURCE 
I Bought o.s: 
, 
Calves I ft!e dl!rs Fccd~rs 0-~00 {1 400- i SOil 75J-ovc! __ 
1 
; 
- ----- ~~~----
Pr 
I INTENDED DISTRIBUTION C>ttl~ en t~cd-l I I 1973 1973 Winter or I 1974 
Fall Sale Fall Sale Spring Fall Sale for slnur,h tcr • 
Inv o.s· 
. Tvr.:! of Cnttle 
~~- . 
(s..s..lfl.c. ns t'..bovcL ~,.,~ ··r~ _Y~":t,.._l {ng.s_ 
\_c."J Y.t~ o-t~oo ·f.l -+-
\ 
}\;C(l:.;n> 4(..(J • .] 5011 
1 
F~c_·;·:;rs75·~vcr 
I Cnttle on \~~~ 10 1., 750 .~ . F::od ~or. (T50tl~cvc:l:. \ r --
~tr,,~·-:..... ' • , ' ~ '. \Woo \t ......... . .... "' .. ~~·""' . ......, ........ 
:1 ~· -------~ . 
-- . ~ I .. ···-~-
Sale c t ·o.5 • Fed on I CustoM 
_6DQ-7 SO(J Yn~-linQs mm farm \ Fed 
~ 
I 
(·~--' Check. if yo1.1 would like n copy of du~ report -which will mnke us~ of this survey. . 
I 
l 
1---1 
1---1 
00 
•. 
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CO LLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND E!OLOGICAL SCIENCES 
~] -
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY Brookings, South Dabt:t 57006 
t.CO:OO!'ofl f'S Dk.PARTMt::OT Aua CoJe WJ, Plro.-re 6il8--1141 
O~tDber 26, 1973 
Dear Sir: 
Your help is greatly needed! 
Concern has been shown by farmers, ranchers, slaughter plant operato~s, 
legislrtcts and ~her interested parties about cattle feeding 
practices in S~tth Dakota. This survey seeks your help in providing · 
inf ormation on source and intended di&tri~ion of feeder cattle and 
cattle on feed . Specific concern is for "ba..c.kgrouudingu c.r w.tnu::ring 
crpe..tatioos ~used by feeder c~ttle vrodu.cers. 
You were selected as part of a sample of producers in nine counties 
o£ th~ state to provi de basic f acts. Your cooperation iri completing 
this questio.o.6llre wi ll be greatly appreciated even if your present 
operations include no feeder ca ttle production or cattle feeding. The 
results of this survey w:!J. l be made available to yo-u if you so deuiter 
l'~ infom.at:.ion yo•+ provide will". be kept confidential. 
REO:br 
Enc. 
Sincerely, 
(?.~~~6~ 
Robert E. Olson -
Research Economist 
A lnnd-gmnt unit·U Jity urL"in.g South Da~olauJ through Tcach ing-R~~~arch-E:cte r iSiott 
